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Summary

This report describes procedures for optimisation of the alignment of single curves.

Chapter 2 describes a number ofrelevant limits in the Swedish track geometry standards

and shows how cant may be chosen in predetermined alignments when permissible

speed is to be maximised. The chapter also shows how the alignment may be designed
when taking obstacles into account and the permissible speed is to be maximised.

The effects of using passenger comfort on curve transitions (PCT) as an object function

are studied in Chapter 3. Again, the choice of cant is analysed rst and thereafter the

choice of lengths of transition curves is studied. The vehicle reactions are Simpli ed and

translational accelerations caused by rotational velocities and rotational accelerations are

ignored.

In Chapter 4, the vehicle and track models in the dynamic analysis are presented. A

Euro ma standard coach (UlC-Zl) with FIAT bogies (0270) represents a conventional

vehicle with a roll coef cient of 0.2 (effective roll factor 1.2) and an SJ UA2 coach

represents a tilting coach with an effective roll factor (the total effect of the roll
coef cient and the active tilting) of approximately 0.3. An SJ X2 power car represents a

suitable high speed locomotive for tilting as well as non-tilting coaches.

Dynamic vehicle reactions on track geometries without track irregularities are studied in

Chapter 5. Firstly, vehicle reactions on strictly linear as well as smoothed superelevation

ramps are evaluated. It is concluded that the superelevation ramps may be assumed to be

strictly linear in this study, even though they may be slightly smoothed in reality. It is

also concluded that it is more favourable to arrange the superelevation ramp by twisting

the track around its centre line compared to twisting the track around its inner rail.

Secondly, dynamic PCT analysis is conducted on some of the alignment alternatives

presented in Chapter 3. An evaluation of other vehicle reactions, such as wheel/track
forces and climbing ratios provides no formal reason for excluding any of the alignment

alternatives, except when the power car is running on cant de ciencies exceeding

415 mm. However, these exceptional cases are of no practical interest since the

corresponding PCT values are in any case non-optimal.

The in uence of track irregularities on the optimal solutions has not yet been

investigated.

The optimal lengths of the transition curves depend mainly on the roll coef cient of the

vehicle, a possible body tilt system, the change in direction between the adjacent straight

lines, and the positions ofthe binding obstacles.

The optimisation with the procedures in this report leads to alignments which are better

prepared for future traf c demands, without signi cantly increased construction costs. If

the optimisations lead to alignments where potential permissible speed varies greatly

between different single curves, the number of curves which may have to be realigned in

the future (and the associated future construction cost) will be reduced.

KTH TRITA-FKT Report 1997245 i
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1. Introduction

1.1 Objective of the present research project

Railway alignment has a high degree of permanence. When the alignment is altered,

several technical subsystems, such as substructure, superstructure, catenary systems,

etc., must be altered as well. Therefore, changes in the alignment are normally

associated with high costs. This indicates that while the alignment of new railways

should be designed to meet future traf c demands, an unnecessarily high standard may

make a project too expensive and may cause undesirable impacts on the environment.

These facts lead to the conclusion that the alignment should be optimised with great care

when building new lines.

The objective of the present report is to develop methods of optimising the alignment

when building new lines and renewing existing ones.

1.2 Object functions and boundary conditions for optimisation

The ideal objective function when optimising alignments should consider all relevant

aspects, such as construction costs, maintenance costs, costs of train operation and

generalised costs representing time costs, discomfort for passengers, undesirable

impacts on the environment, etc.

Mathematical methods for calculation of the optimal highway location have been

presented by Nilsson (1982) as well as others. In his approach, Nilsson used established

cost functions concerning capital, road construction, road maintenance, road operation,

road accidents, vehicle use, generalised time costs and generalised costs related to traf c

noise.

In railway engineering, there is a lack of knowledge concerning some of the cost

functions. Contrary to road engineering, accident costs are very low since accidents are

rare. Another difference is that vehicle speeds are higher on railways than on highways

with similar alignments. On a Swedish highway with a design speed of 110 km/h, the

minimum radius is 600 metres, being derived from limits based on friction between

tyres and road, but usually limits for sight distances require larger radii

(V'agverket 1994). On railways with modern tracks (continuously welded rails, heavy

sleepers and high quality fastenings), permissible train speeds are to a great extent

related to ride comfort on horizontal curves. On a circular curve of 600 metres radius,

the permissible train speeds are in the range 110-140 km/h, if cant and adjacent

transition curves are properly arranged (according to the limit values of Banverket

1996). Hence, it is important to consider passenger comfort related to translational and

rotational motions, especially since train passengers are free to stand and walk around in

the trains.

Passenger comfort on curve transitions, PCT, is an index which relates lateral jerks,

lateral accelerations and roll velocities to the percentage of passengers who are

dissatis ed with the comfort (CEN 1995, Eickhoff 1997, Harborough 1984, 1986, ORE

KTH TRITA-FKT Report 1997 :45 l
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1987). It has been concluded that the PCT functions are the most reasonable functions

for evaluation of discomfort primarily due to the alignment and cant, since the physical

quantities which are evaluated are related to curve radii, lengths of transition curves and

cant (Kufver 1997b). It should be noted that none of the cost functions used by Nilsson

(1982) considers the lengths of transition curves.

However, since PCT is expressed in non-monetary units, it will be used in this study as

an object function for comparing alignment alternatives with equalconstruction costs.

The study will consider the most frequent case in a design process; a clothoid - circle -

clothoid combination between two straight lines, and an approach presented by Kufver

(1997a) will be used to de ne the equally costly alignments. According to this approach,

differences in construction costs depend mainly on the extent to which existing

obstacles along the alignment must be removed or dealt with alternative measures.

At another level of optimisation, it may be interesting to compare the alignment

alternatives associated with different construction costs. In such an analysis, it seems

reasonable to compare the best alignment alternative at each cost level, derived with the

methods in this report.

Other aspects of track/vehicle interaction, related to safety, wear and maintenance, such

as vertical and horizontal forces on the track, climbing ratios and wear index, are

calculated through simulation, and are monitored and sometimes used in boundary

conditions according to procedures presented by Kufver (1997c). Most of these

procedures are the same as in CEN TC256 WGlO (1996) and UIC 518 OR (1997) with

some minor changes. If the alignments to be evaluated are located on a freight only line,

it seems more reasonable to use one or a combination of the variables related to safety,

wear and maintenance as an object function (Kufver 1997c). A summary of the criteria

is presented in Appendix 4.

PCT has been used in the evaluation of passenger comfort resulting from the

track/vehicle interaction by Hohnecker (1993), Pospischil (1991) and UIC (1991), but in

none of these studies was it used as an object function and none of the studies

considered the dynamic behaviour ofthe vehicle.

In Chapter 2, procedures for optimisation alignment and cant, considering present track

geometry standards, are developed. By comparing the optimal solutions in Chapter 2

with the optimal solutions from the optimisation considering track/vehicle interaction,

we may evaluate whether or not the track geometry standards provide resonable

guidance for track engineers.

In summary, passenger comfort will be used as the object function in this report.

Construction costs and other aspects of track/vehicle interaction will be treated in

boundary conditions.
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2. The use of present track geometry standards

2.1 The choice of cant

Swedish limits for a number oftrack geometry quantities are shown in Table2. l.

    

Maximum cant 150 mm

Maximum cant de ciency 100 mm

Maximum cant excess 100 mm

Maximum cant gradient 1:400

Maximum rate of cant 46 mm/s

Maximum rate of cant de ciency 46 mm/s

Table 2.] Swedish limitsfor a number oftrack geometry quantities,

applicable to conventional vehicles, class A. (Source:

Banverket I996)

The limits1 are applicable to class A vehicles. After special investigation, vehicles may
be classi ed differently, and allocated other limits for cant de ciency, rate of cant and

rate of cant de ciency.

In the literature, it is reported that railways in other countries use basically the same kind

of limits. Exceptions are the rules reported by Loach and Maycock (1952) where the

limit for cant de ciency was reduced by increasing cant, and older Swedish track

geometry standards where the limit for rate of cant was reduced if the cant was lower

than a normal value ofthe cant, which was two thirds of the equilibrium cant (SJ 1978).

In Germany and France, the limit for cant excess depends on the traf c load of slow

trains (Weigend 1982). Since 1996, the Swedish limit for cant excess is lower (70 mm)

if the curve radius is smaller than or equal to 1000 m (Banverket 1996). However, no

indication was given concerning the freight train speeds for which the cant excess

should be calculated.

In the 3-dimensional case where cant de ciency, rate of cant de ciency and rate of cant

are studied, the present Swedish track geometry standards may be illustrated as a

rectangular box. A combination where these quantities are slightly below their limits

(point A in Figure 2.1) is permissible, but a combination where one of the quantities is

slightly above its limit (point B) is not permissible, irrespective of the margins for the

limits of the other two quantities.

 

1 There are exceptions for these limits. For example, the limit for cant de ciency is lower in some turnouts

and no cant at all is allowed at obtuse crossings.
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Figure 2.1 A permissible (A) and a non-permissible (B) combination of

cant de ciency, rate ofcant de ciency and rate ofcant

according to present track geometry standards.

The limits in Table 2.1 often give the track engineer some degree of freedom in

choosing a suitable cant. In Sweden, additional guidance for the choice of cant is given

in a handbook (Banverket 1996). This includes the following recommendations: cant

should normally be two thirds of equilibrium cant and cant de ciency for conventional

passenger trains should be of the same magnitude as cant excess for the slowest freight

trains. However, these rules are normally not compatible with each other.

Other guidance is given by other railway companies. According to BL. Cope (1993) it

is advisable to use a cant such that cant and cant de ciency are about the same. Hence,

the cant should be 50% of the equilibrium cant. Swiss Federal Railways (SBB 1969)

stated that a normal cant is 55% of the equilibrium cant (if the maximum permissible

speed on the curve is not higher than 125 km/h). German Federal Railways (DB) use a

normal cant which is 60% of the equilibrium cant, but if all the trains have the same

speed the cant may be 100% of equilibrium cant (Weigend 1983). The French State

Railways (SNCF) use empirical rules which result in a cant equal to 65-79% of the

equilibrium cant (Alias 1984).

Various other principles have beenused in Russia and Belgium. According to Kohler

(1980), the Russian railways design the equilibrium cant for a weighted speed (Vw),

which is calculated as the root of the average of the squared train speeds, and where the

weights (mi) equal the tonnage of the trains at each level of the train speed, see equation

[2.1]. In this way, the sum ofthe products oftonnage and cant de ciency will be zero.

4 KTH TRITA-FKT Report 1997:45
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[2.1]

 

On high speed lines in Belgium, the normal cant corresponds to 50 mm of cant

de ciency (Raviart 1996).

In Sweden, there has been great interest during the last 10 years in increasing the

permissible speed on existing lines, for conventional train as well as for tilting trains.

Two questions then arise: How can permissible speed be increased by a change of cant

alone and how can permissible speed be increased by a change in the horizontal

alignment as well as the cant?

The rst question may be answered by illustrating the limits in Table 2.1 in a diagram.

The following gures show the permissible cant as a function of the permissible speed

for a circular curve with a radius of 2000 m and transition lengths (clothoid lengths) of

70 m, 130 m and 190 m respectively. The speed of slow freight trains is restricted to

90 km/h.

     

  

 

         

200 I I
- \ / / Minimum cant

-"H-'4":::::::::::::::::::::i::::::4::::':::::: :0

150 ________ = 150 mm

' // -- Cant excess
A // = 100 mm
E _ ,/
E, 100 _ ____,x - Cant de ciency
*5 = 100 mm8 _

Rate of cant

_ Permissible zone = 46 mm/S

50 -- a Rate of cant de ciency
- = 46 rnm/s

mum Cant gradient
' = 1/400

0 I l l l l ' ' ' l | l l " V l l 1 ' V l I 1 ' l l

0 50 100 150 200 250

v (km/h)

Figure 2.2 Permissible cant on a curve with veryshort clothoid lengths.
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Figure 2.3 Permissible cant on a curve with short clothoid lengths.
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V (km/h)

Figure 2.4 Permissible cant on a curve with long clothoid lengths.

On a curve with very short transition curves, the limits for the rate of cant and the rate of

cant de ciency constitute binding constraints. If the transition curves are short (but not
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very short), the limits for cant de ciency and the rate of cant are binding. If the

conditions in the transition are not binding, the transition curves may be de ned as long.

In this latter case, the permissible cant de ciency and either the permissible cant or the

permissible cant excess for slow trains will be binding.

If track engineers seek to maximise the permissible speed in existing alignments, they

will choose a cant as far to the right as permitted in the gures above. The question for

the researcher and the author of the track geometry standards is whether or not these

solutions represent the most suitable cant according to the interaction between vehicles
and track. (It may be noticed that the cant which maximises the permissible speed,

according to Swedish limits, is not a xed proportion ofthe equilibrium cant. However,

two extremes exist. On very short transition curves, the cant which maximises the

permissible speed is 50% of equilibrium cant and on long transition curves this cant is
60% of equilibrium cant.)

When the transition curves are very short (Figure 2.2) or short (Figure 2.3), the limit for

rate of cant restricts the amount of cant to a lower value than may otherwise be justi ed.

This effect is related to the rectangular box in Figure 2. 1.

As stated above, there are other limits than those in Table 2.1 for other classes of

vehicles. Hence the cant which maximises the speed will depend on the class of vehicle.

An analysis of the equations involved, in the cases where different classes of vehicles

are used on the same track, was made by Kufver (1995).

KTH TRITA-FKT Report 1997 :45 7
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2.2 The choice of horizontal alignment

If an existing curve is to be realigned or if a new curve is to be designed, the curve

radius R (in element E3) and the lengths ofthe transition curves Lt (elements E2 and E4)

are not xed but variable in the analysis. As shown in Figure 2.5, permissible

combinations of radius R and transition lengths Lt may be derived from lateral (01-03)

and longitudinal (04)obstacles along the alignment (Kufver 1997a).

       

x

A

F Y

Figure 2.5 Clothoid - circle - clothoid combination in the x-y plane.

(Source: Kufver 1997a)

In order to reduce the number of independent variables to two, is is assumed that the

two transition curves have the same lengths. (The assumption is not unrealistic since

different transition lengths normally have no bene ts.) Boundary conditions which are

derived from the obstacles in Figure 2.5 may then be illustrated in a 2-dimensional

diagram, such as Figure 2.6.
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500

Lcircle = O

400 _ Obstacle 2 \

Obstacle 3

300

E \ ~ ~

IT \ Obstacle 1
.J

200 I x /\

\\ \ Obstacle 4

100 H Permissible zone \{3

\\\

O l l l l \

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

R (m)

Figure 2.6 Curve design in the R-Ltplane. (Source: Kufver 1997a)

An R-Lt combination within the permissible zone may be improved, without any

increased costs2, by an increased radius (at constant length of the transition curves) or

by increased lengths of the transition curves (at constant radius). Hence, the best

solution at the cost level in question, where the obstacles 01-04 do not have to be

eliminated, is expected to be found on the border de ned by obstacles 02, 03 or 04.

In Figure 2.7, the permissible speed (according to the limits in Table 2.1 and a limit

concerning the length ofthe circular portion ofthe curve) is illustrated in the R-Lt plane,

where each R-Lt combination has its best cant according to the principles of Figures 2.2-

2.4. If the permissible speed is to be maximised on the curve, the best solution will be

R=1365 m and Lt=153 m or slightly more, which permits train speeds of 170 km/h. The

combination R=l446 m and Lt=15 8 m, which permits train speeds of 175 km/h, is

outside the permissible zone since it requires obstacles 03 and 04 to be removed.

 

2 The statement refers to the construction of new lines and to track renewal. In lining operations during

normal track maintenance, the statement is not necessarily valid.
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200 , Obstacle 1
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Figure 2. 7 Permissible speed in the R-Lt plane.

Ifthe change in direction is large enough3 and if there are no obstacles on the outside of

the curve4, the best solution will be found on the dotted curve (A-B-C) connecting

combinations of smallest radius and shortest transition length for different design

speeds. A general expression for these combinations is5

11* = k, w/I i [2.2]

where k1 is a factor (expressed in mm) whose value depends on the limits for cant, cant

de ciency and rate of cant or rate of cant de ciency. With the limits in Table 2.1,

equation [2.2] may be formulated as

LI* 2 4.17 .R [2.3]

 

3 If the change in direction is not large enough, the length of the circular part may be too short according

to the track geometry standards, or even negative if the equation [2.2] is applied. Also, with small changes

in direction an alignment alternative with 100 mm cant, 100 mm cant de ciency, 46 mm/s rate of cant and

46 mm/s rate of cant de ciency may be shorter than an alignment alternative with 150 mm cant, 100 mm

cant de ciency, 46 mm/s rate of cant and 31 mrn/s rate of cant de ciency. Hence, the former alternative

may be within the permissible zone while the latter is outside.

4 An obstacle on the outside ofthe curve, combined with a longitudinal obstacle on an adjacent element,

constitutes a very unfavourable situation where the transition curve may have to be much shorter than in

equation [2.2].

5 Derivations of formulas [2.2] [2.5] are shown in Appendix 3.
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This transition length is principally very different from the previous standards of the

Swedish State Railways (SJ 1978, SJ 1987) which recommended some margin to the

limits for rate of cant (for a certain design speed). The maximum value of 46 mm/s

should be avoided. According to SJ (1978), a normal value of rate of cant was 35 mm/s

and a preferred value was 28 mm/s. With these rates of cant, a normal transition length
could be expressed as

KaiLt = 0.064 ~ [2.4]
R

where Lt and R are expressed in metres and VD is design speed expressed in km/h

and a preferredtransition length could be expressed as

IiiLt = 0.080 - [2.5]
R

(In SJ (1987), the terminology was slightly different, but shorter transition curves than

[2.4] were allowed and the preferred transition curves were 25% longer than [2.5].)

The maximisation of permissible speed in Figure 2.7 results in the elimination of the

need for normal and preferred values for lengths of the transition curves. Instead

margins to the limits are achieved by increasing the design speed above the planned

speed of operation, when designing the alignment. The actual cant should be chosen for
the planned speed of operation, but may easily be increased if the permissible speed is
later to be increased.

Formula [2.2] has also been published by other authors. In two cases (Shortt 1909 and

Schramm 1962) it was claimed to represent suitable transition lengths, but the

preconditions were different from those in this study.

According to Shortt (1909), it is impossible to detect where a curve begins if the lateral

jerk is less than 1.4 ft/s3 (0.43 m/s3). From that statement and the observation that

lengthenings of the transition curves require reductions in the radii, he derived an

expression analogous to [2.2] for a suitable transition length. He suggested the formula

should be applied to curves where the radius limitedthe permissible speed to less than
82 mph (132 km/h). For larger radii, he suggested a formula analogous to [2.5] with

V=82 mph, since he assumed that the use of [2.2] in such cases would be unnecessary

expenditure.6 He also suggested shorter transition curves, and hence higher lateral jerks,

if the associated reductions of radii otherwise would reduce the permissible speed to

lower values than desired. The differences between the derivation of expression [2.2]

and [2.3] above and the analysis of Shortt, are the use of a prede ned limit for the lateral

jerk and the association of costs with removal of obstacles.

Expression [2.2] has also been found in Schramm (1962). He gave two different values

for the constant k1 when building new lines. The rst value was k1=7.8 mm, based on a

 

6 Shortt discussed improvements to existing curves. If no track renewal takes place, the assumption that all

slewing is associated with costs, irrespective of the position of obstacles, is reasonable.
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normal cant of 68% of the equilibrium cant, a sum of cant and cant de ciency of

250 mm and a preferred rate of cant of 28 mm/s. This value of k1 includes two margins
which may be questioned. Firstly, 68% of 250 mm would result in a cant of 170 mm,

which was not allowed according to the German standards. In fact, in the situation in

question, theonly cant which could be used according to the German standards was
150 mm. Secondly, the use of a preferred rate of cant of 28 mm/s instead of the German
limit of 35 mm/s could result in such a reduction of radius (see Figure 2.6) that the

permissible speed would be lower than necessary. The other value of k1 which Schramm

mentioned was 5.5 mm, based on the limits in the German track geometry standards.

Contrary to Shortt, Schramm did not in detail analyse the relation between the radius

and the transition length when obstacles along the alignment were taken into account. In

his analysis, he assumed that the curve radius was predetermined and he gave a general

recommendation that the transition curves should be so long that they did not restrict the

permissible speed more than the curve radius did. With this layout, future costs for
increasing the transition lengths could be avoided. According to Schramm, the increased

cost of building new railways with long transition curves would be non-essential, but he

also gave examples where formulas [2.4] and [2.5] could be considered instead of

formula [2.2].

The formula [2.2] has also been found in ORE (l989a, 1989b), but in these cases the

expression represents the worst case of curve negotiating which should be considered

when designing new bogies. ORE did not claim that this case would represent any

optimal track geometry.

Hence, Figure 2.7, where the track geometry standards are applied to equally costly

alignment alternatives according to Kufver (1997a), and where the element combination

with the highest permissible speed represents the best solution, may be regarded as a

new recommendation on how to optimise alignments. However, as in Section 2.1, when

different limits for the track geometry quantities are used for different types of vehicles,

the best alignment will depend on the type ofvehicle.

In analogy with Section 2.1, the question for the researcher and the author of the track

geometry standards is whether or not the alignment alternative in Figure 2.7 which has

the highest permissible speed (according to present track geometry standards) really

represents the most suitable alignment according to the interaction between vehicle and
track.
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3. Simpli ed analysis of passenger comfort

3.1 PCT as a function oftrack quantities, vehicle speed and

effective roll factor

Passenger comfort on curve transitions PCT is a comfort index derived from the BR

comfort tests with Mark III coaches and APT tilting trains (CEN 1995, Eickhoff 1997,

Harborough 1984, 1986, ORE 1987). It shows the percentage of passengers who regard

the lateral ride as uncomfortable or very uncomfortable on a scale which also has

the levels very comfortable , comfortable and acceptable . There is one PCT

function for standing passengers:

PCT = max(2.80 . j} + 2.03 y 11.1, 0) + 0.185 - (2502.283 [3.1]

where j} = maximum absolute value of lateral acceleration of vehicle

body, in the time interval between the beginning ofthe transition and

the end + 1.6 3, expressed in per cent ofg,

j? = maximum absolute value of lateral jerk ofvehicle body, in the

time interval between 1 s before the beginning of the transition and

the end, expressed in per cent of g per second, and

19 = maximum absolute value of roll velocity ofvehicle body, in the

time interval between the beginning and the end ofthe transition,

expressed in degrees per second

and another for seatedpassengers:

PCT = max(0.88 .y + 0.95 .y 5.9, 0) + 0.120 -(o)1-626 [3.2]

Absolute value

of roll velocity

       

AA,
line

entry _
transition field of calculation of 13

g
.m a

.8

Figure 3.1 De nition of in the PCTformulas.

(Source: CEN 1995. Modified by the author.)
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Absolute value of

lateral acceleration

           

' 1s

my

/ y

in];:
1_s entry transition 1.63

field of calculation of Y

field of calculation of '9'

   

Figure 3.2 De nitions of and in the PCTformulas.

(Source: CEN 1995. Modified by the author.)

PCT takes into consideration the lateral acceleration, lateral jerk and roll velocity in entry

transitions and reverse transitions of the clothoid type. Since the expectations

concerning ride comfort, and hence the comfort level where acceptable changes to

uncomfortable , may vary between different applications, the interpretation of PCT as a

percentage must be made with care. However, it has been concluded that in all cases a

larger PCT value indicates a more uncomfortable ride (Eickhoff 1997).

Even though PCT was derived in order to rate the comfort in different vehicles, it has

been concluded that PCT may be used as a tool for comparing different track geometries

(Kufver 1997b). In this chapter, the analysis is based on the assumption that lateral

acceleration is a linear function of curvature and cant, i.e. no dynamic behaviour of the

vehicle is taken into account, neither are translational accelerations caused by roll

velocity and roll acceleration considered. The results from a dynamic analysis are
presented in Chapter 5.

The track quantities taken into account in the simpli ed analysis of single curves are the

length of a transition curve Lt starting from a straight line with zero cant and ending at a
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circular curve with the equilibrium cant DEQ, cant D and cant de ciency I. The

maximum lateral acceleration within the vehicle body )3 depends not only on the cant

de ciency I but also on the roll coef cient of the vehicle and a body tilt system where

used. An effective roll factor will be used to express the ratio between the lateral

acceleration in the vehicle body and the lateral acceleration in the track plane. The

effective roll factor includes the effects of the undesired increase in lateral acceleration

caused by the roll angles in the primary and secondary suspensions and, for tilting trains,

the desired decrease in lateral acceleration caused by the body tilt system. The effective

roll factor . is greater than unity for conventional trains and less than unity for tilting

trains. The simpli ed analysis assumes that the body tilt is perfectly synchronised with

the curve transitions and that the maximum tilt angle which the system may provide is

not exceeded. The simpli ed analysis also assumes that the roll angle caused by the

primary and secondary suspensions changes linearly in the transition curves.

The PCT formulas [3.1] [3.2] are given in units which are not normally used by track

engineers. The maximum lateral acceleration j} , maximum lateral jerk and

maximum roll velocity in formulas [3.1] [3.2] are therefore substituted by:7

.._ I-fr
y - 15 [3.3]

[3.4]

54 Lt

- V
I9=lD ( 1)'1l'm [35]

where the following units are used:

)7 (per cent ofg), (per cent ofg per second), 19 (degrees per second),

I (mm), D (mm), Lt (m), V(km/h) andfr (-)

based on the assumption that the lateral distance between wheel/rail contact patches is
1500 mm, which corresponds to a standard gauge of 1435 mm. (The absolute value in

[3.5] is introduced since the vehicle may roll inwards as well as outwards on curves.)

With [3.3] [3.5], the choice of cant and the choice of alignment are analysed. Since the

cant D and cant de ciency I are not independent when the vehicle speed V and

alignment are xed, one ofthe two variables may be eliminated. It has been found that it

is slightly easier to express PCT as a function of cant de ciency I rather than cant D.

Hence, the procedure to nd the optimal cant makes use of optimal cant de ciency for a

xed alignment, and thereafter the cant is calculated according to [3.6].

D = DEQ 1 [3.6]

 

7 Derivations offormulas [3.3] [3.5] are shown in Appendix 3.
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Equation [3.5] combined with [3.6] gives

V

'30-;z-Lt [3'7]&:[DEQ_ °Il

Hence, practical expression for PCT for standing passengers, with the independent

variables expressed in ordinary railway units for the track quantities, reads:

PCT =max(0.1867~1-fr +0.0376-1- . 72 11.], 0)+

_ V
+5.75-10 6 -('DEQ ];./1-2 t)2-283 [3.8]

while PCT for seatedpassengers reads:

PCT = max(0.0587-I-f,. +0.0176-I-f,. -L Vt 5.9, 0)+

+73.96-10 6 .(IDEQ ;:.-1]. V )1-626 [3.9]
Lt

3.2 PCT and the choice of cant

Expressions [3.8] and [3.9] consist of two terms. The rst term, which is here called

PCT], takes into consideration passenger discomfort caused by lateral acceleration and

lateral jerk. The second term, PCT2, takes into consideration discomfort caused by roll

velocity. (As already mentioned in Section 3.1, the procedure of nding the optimal cant

makes use of optimal cant de ciency and equation [3.6].)

The rst term, which takes into consideration lateral acceleration and lateral jerk, is

illustrated in Figure 3.3 as a function of cant de ciency when the effective roll factor

and the length of the transition curve in relation to train speed are xed.
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PCT I

          

>
| (mm)

Figure 3.3 The PCT] term as a function ofcant de ciency (I).

The highest cant de ciency I for which PCT] is at its lowest value (zero) is

11.1 59.5
I = V = V [3.10]

- O.1867+0.0376' - 1+O.2014ofr ( Lt) fr ( Lt)

for standingpassengers, and

5.9 100.6
I = V = V [3.11]

f,. -(O.0587+0.0176°E) fr o(1+0.2999- L ;)

for seatedpassengers.

The term taking into consideration roll velocity is illustrated in Figure 3.4 as a function

of cant de ciency, when the equilibrium cant in the circle and the length of the

transition curve in relation to train speed are xed.

 

F CT2 (0/0)
A

Vehicle body 3 Vehicle body
rolls inwards I rolls outwards

    

 

D EQ | (mm)

fr

Figure 3.4 The PCTZ term as afunction ofcant de ciency (I).
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The minimum value for PCT2 (zero) is achieved when the vehicle is not rolling at all, i.e.

when

DEQ

I=- 3.12J; [ l

for standing as well as for seated passengers.

The next step in the analysis is to nd the cant de ciency which corresponds to the

minimum of the entire PCT function. This minimum will be found when

dPCT _ 0 3.13d] [ ]

dP . . . . .
CT 1s not a contlnuous functlon, at the cant de c1ency according to [3.10] oror, since

[3.11]. Four different cases may occur.

Case A curves: Very low equilibrium cant

dPCTZIn this case, the derivative is positive at the level of cant de ciency where PCT]

is greater than zero according to [3.10] and [3.11] respectively, and even if zero cant is

arranged, the cant de ciency is so low that PCT] equals zero. For standing passengers,

the following equations apply:

59.5

    

DEQ _<_ V [3.14]

l + 0.2014 - ~
Lt

59.5
DEQ _<_ V [3.15]

- l+ 0.2014-J?» ( Lt)

while for seated passengers, the equations read

100.6
DEQ S V [3.16]

l + 0.2999 -
Lt

100.6DEQ s V [3.17]
- l+ 0.2999 -fr ( Lt)
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PCT minimum

where PCT2 = 0

 

  

     

Figure 3.5 PCT on case A curves as afunction ofcant de ciency (I).

Minimum PCT will be achieved at a cant de ciency according to [3.12]. The

corresponding cant is arranged not to minimise PCT], the discomfort according to lateral

acceleration and lateral jerk, but to avoid outward rolling of the vehicle when the

effective roll factor )2 is greater than unity. For tilting trains, where the effective roll

factor . is less than unity, the cant which minimises PCT is negative (l), in order to avoid

inward rolling.

However, if zero cant is arranged, the PCT will deviate very little from the optimal zero

value. For a transition curve which the vehicle takes 1 second to pass, the highest value

of equilibrium cant DEQ according to [3.15] is 28.7 mm for a conventional vehicle with

=l.2. If no cant is arranged, PCT for standing passengers will be 0.006%. According to

[3.17], concerning seated passengers, the highest value of equilibrium cant is 40.3 mm

for the same type of vehicle. If no cant is arranged, PCT for seated passengers will be

0.02%.

For a tilting train with effective roll factor =0.3, the highest value of equilibrium cant

DEQ according to [3.14] is 34.5 mm if the vehicle takes 1 second to pass the transition

curve. With zero cant, PCT for standing passengers will be 0.15%. According .to [3.16]

the highest value of equilibrium cant is 48.4 mm for tilting trains. If no cant is arranged,

PCT for seated passengers will be 0.02%.

These PCT values are so small and insigni cant that they cannot justify the arrangement

of cant. For longer transition curves, which the vehicle takes more than 1 second to pass,

the PCT values will be even smaller. Therefore, it may be concluded that on case A

curves a suitable cant is zero.
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Case B curves: Low equilibrium cant

dPCTZIn this case, the derivative is positive at the level of cant de ciency where PCT]

is greater than zero according to [3.10] and [3.11] respectively, but if zero cant is

arranged, PCT] is greater than zero. This case is only relevant when the effective roll

factorf,. is greater than unity.

For standingpassengers, the following equation applies:

      

   

 

59.5 59.5V < DEQ s V [3.18]
- 1+0.2014- 1+0.2014- -

fr ( Lt) Li

and for seatedpassengers the following:

100.6 100.6
V < DEQ S V [3-19]

. 1+ 0.2999 - ~ 1+0.2999 -
fr ( Lt) Li

PCT (0/0)
A

_ PCT

PCT1
PCT minimum .. .. .. Pm

   

where PCT2 = O  

     

Figure 3.6 PCT on case B curves as a function ofcant de ciency (I).

When considering standing passengers, the highest level of equilibrium cant DEQ

according to [3.18] is 34.5 mm if the effective roll factor equals 1.2 and if the vehicle

takes 1 second to pass the transition curve. If no cant is arranged, PCT] for standing

passengers will be 2.2% and PCTZ will be 0.009%. Both these values may be reduced to

zero if the rolling is eliminated according to formula [3.12]. The corresponding cant D

may be expressed as

l
D: 1 - -D 3.20( f) EQ [ l

7'
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In the case of an effective roll factorfr of 1.2 and a transition curve taking 1 second to

pass, the highest level of equilibrium cant DEQ for seated passengers is 48.4 mm

according to [3.19]. If no cant is arranged, PCT] for seated passengers will be 1.2% and

PCT; will be 0.02%. These values may be reduced to zero if the rolling is eliminated

according to formula [3.20].

Also these PCT values are very small. The optimal cant on case B curves deviates very

little from zero cant according to [3.20], at least if the effective roll factor fr is only

slightly greater than unity. If the transition curve is longer, and the vehicle takes more

than 1 second to pass it, the highest level of equilibrium cant DEQ according to [3.18]

and [3.19] will be slightly higher. If no cant is arranged, the PCTZ term will be slightly

reduced, compared with the l-second transition curve, but the PCT] term is unaffected.

Case C curves: High equilibrium cant

On these curves, the equilibrium cant DEQ is so high that if no rolling takes place, the

PCT] term will be greater than zero, and the minimum PCT is achieved where the rst

derivative ofPCT] is not continuous.

By de nition and according to [3.10] and [3.11] respectively, the optimal cant

de ciency 1* for standing passengers is:

  

59.5
1* = V [3.21]

- 1+ 02014-fr ( LI)

and for seatedpassengers:

100.6
1* = V [3 .22]

fr - (1 + 0.2999 - E)

  

PCT PCT

 

 

  

 

  

 

PCT minimum where

 

dP.. . . .
9£ IS discontinuous  

 

  

     

Figure 3. 7 PCT on case C curves as afunction ofcant de ciency (I).
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Some examples of optimal cant de ciencies 1* are given, for conventional coaches

(fr=1.2) in Table 3.1 and tilting coaches (72:03) in Table 3.2 on transition curves which

the vehicle takes l-5 seconds to pass.

 

Lt=V/3 .6 Lt=V/ 1.8 Lt=V/l .2 Lt=V/0.9 Lt=V/0.72

(m-h/km) (m-h/km) (m-h/km) (m-h/km) (m-h/km)

           

Duration 1 sec 2 sec 3 sec 4 sec 5 sec

1* (standing) 28. 7 36.4 39.9 42.0 43.3

1* (seated) 40.3 54.4 61.6 66.0 68.9

Table 3.] Optimal cant de ciencies (mm) on case C curves for

conventional coaches with fr=1.2.

 

Lt=V/3.6 Lt=V/1.8 Lt=V/l.2 Lt=V/O.9 Lt=V/O.72

(mob/km) (m-h/km) (m-h/km) (m-h/km) (m-h/km)

           

Duration 1 sec 2 sec 3 sec 4 sec 5 sec

1* (standing) 115.0 145.6 159.7 167.9 1 73.2

1* (seated) 161.2 21 7.8 246. 6 264. 0 275.8

Table 3.2 Optimal cant de ciencies (mm) on case C curvesfor tilting

coaches withfr=0.3.

For conventional coaches (assuming an effective roll factor )3. greater than unity) the

optimal cant de ciencies are quite low. Hence the limits concerning maximum cant

and/or maximum cant excess (for slower trains) may require the cant de ciency to be

higher than [3.21] or [3.22]. In such cases, the cant which minimises PCT is the highest

permissible with regard to the limit in question. On the other hand, for tilting coaches

(assuming an effective roll factor f,.=0.3) the optimal cant de ciencies for seated

passengers are relatively high.

On the case C curves, the optimal cant de ciency is different for standing and seated

passengers respectively. In order to maximise comfort, the cant de ciency should be in

the range:

59.5 S I S 100.6
V V [3.23]

. 1+0.2041- . 1+0.2999-» ( Lt) fr ( Lt)
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since a cant de ciency outside this interval results in unnecessarily high PCT values for

both standing and seated passengers.

Ifthe cant is chosen to minimise PCT for standing passengers, the term PCT] will be at a

minimum for both standing and seated passengers, but the PCT2 term for seated

passengers will be slightly higher than its optimal value. If the cant is chosen to

minimise PCT for seated passengers, the PCT; term for seated passengers will be slightly

reduced, but the PCT] term for standing passengers will be higher than its optimal value.

The derivatives ofPCT describe the magnitude of the changes. For standing passengers

dPCT .

a I
and within interval [3.23], IS

a PCT V
= .' O.l867+0.0376-

d] f] ( Lt)
_ V V

13.13-10 6. - -- D - ~1-~ - 1-283 3.24Lt((EQ )U) []

dP .CT lswhile for seatedpassengers and within the same interval,

dP _ V Vw CT = 120.3.10 6 fr 'L f-((DEQ- ~1)-E)°'6z6 [325]

Some reasonable combinations of equilibrium cant DEQ and cant de ciency I show that

the magnitude of [3.24] is much larger (30 100 times) than the magnitude of [3.25].

This indicates that when the cant de ciency I is altered within interval [3.23], a decrease

in PCT for seated passengers must be paid for by a much larger increase in PCT for

standing passengers. Hence, it seems reasonable to minimise PCT for standing

passengers (according to [3.21]) rather than seated ones (according to [322]).

Case D curves: Very high equilibrium cant

In this case, the optimal cant de ciency is expected to be achieved at a higher value than

[3.21] and [3.22], because a positive value of PCT] is accepted in order to achieve such a

decrease in the value of PCT2 that the total PCT will be lower. The optimal cant

a PCT
de ciency is found where the derivative is zero.
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Figure 3.8 PCT on case D curves as afunction ofcant de ciency (I).

A necessary condition for this case is that the derivative is negative at a level of I

slightly above [3.21] and [3.22], i.e.

dPCT

d1
< 0 [3.26]

Equation [3.26] and a derivation of equation [3.8], concerning standing passsengers,

give

all
= f,. .(o.1867+0.0376.£ )

«13.13-10 6 ~f,. .g-«DEQ f,.-I)-£)1'283 < 0 [3.27]

A simpli cation of [3.27] gives

1
Lt LtD .1> - 14219-- +28641-283 3.28EQ f,» V ( V ) [ ]

A similar treatment of equations [3.26] and [3.9], concerning seatedpasssengers, gives

DEQ j; .1 > 51; - (488 - $5 +146)0-626 [3.29]

The highest values of the left sides of [3.28] and [3.29] will be achieved with tilting

trains and typical values might be 400 mm for the rst term and 75 mm (0.3250 mm)

for the second term. Some values ofthe right sides of [3.28] are shown in Table 3.3, for

transition curves with a duration of 0.5-2.5 seconds. (Since the left sides of [3.28] and

[3.29] equal the actual amount of cant if12 = 1, they are designated equivalent cant in

Table 3.3.)
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Lt=V/7.2 Lt=V/3.6 Lt=V/2.4 Lt=V/1.8 Lt=V/1.44

(m-h/km) (m~h/km) (m~h/km) (m~h/km) (m-h/km)

 

Duration 0.5 sec 1 sec 1.5 sec 2 sec 2.5 sec

 

Equivalent 103. 4 mm 270.] mm 494. 0 mm 771.5 mm 1099. 7 mm

         

cant

PCT2 20. 7% 38.1% 59. 9% 85. 9% >100%

Table 3.3 Minimum equivalent cant (mm) on case D carves, standing
passengers.

(The corresponding values for seated passengers are higher than 700mm.)

Hence we may question whether or not it is relevant to study the case D curves. They

correspond to a situation with high cant, large tilt angle and a transition curve with a

shorter duration than 1.5 seconds, which leads to very high PCT values.8

Conclusions on optimal cant

Of the four different cases analysed, case A and case B are less interesting to investigate

further in this study. The entire PCT function equals zero for the optimal combination of

cant and cant de ciency, indicating no passenger discomfort at all. Since there is an

interest in increasing the permissible train speeds (see Section 2.1), we may conclude

that in cases A and B, the vehicle speed for which PCT has been calculated is too low

and should be increased in the analysis (unless the speed is restricted by an adjacent

curve, but then further analysis should be concentrated on that other curve). Also case D

is less interesting to study, since it corresponds to a situation where high cant must be

combined with very short transition curves and the corresponding PCT values are very

high.

The most interesting case to analyse is case C, where the PCT function is non-zero,

indicating that the passengers perceive some level of discomfort. If possible, the cant

should be so high that the PCT] term for standing passengers, representing discomfort

caused by lateral acceleration and lateral jerk, equals zero.9 If the maximum value of

permissible cant, or the maximum value of permissible cant excess for slower trains,

limits the actual cant to a lower value, the maximum cant according to the restriction in

question should be used.

 

8 If future research results in a new PCT function with continuous rst derivative with respect to cant

de ciency, cases A, B and C will not occur and optimal cant de ciency must be calculated with the

condition dPCT/dl=0.

9 It may be noticed that this decision rule corresponds fairly well with the normal cant on high speed lines

in Belgium, reported by Raviart (1996), see Section 2.1.
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If the actual cant is higher than the optimal cant, the corresponding PCT will be only

slightly higher than its optimal value. However, according to Forstberg ( 1996),

Koyanagi (1985), Ohno (1996) and Suzuki (1996), high roll velocity and/or high roll

acceleration are correlated with motion sickness. Hence, the risk of motion sickness,

rather than high PCT values, constitutes a reason for not using higher cant than the

optimum.

Unless cant is optimised for tilting trains, the optimal tilt is not proportional to cant

de ciency.10 If the control system for vehicle body tilt has delays and/or threshold

values for lateral acceleration, the initial jerk on the transition curve will be higher

compared to the jerk resulting from a control system which is synchronised with the

transition curves. For a certain resulting lateral acceleration in the vehicle body, the roll

velocities must be higher when using control systems with delays and/or threshold

values compared to the roll velocities of a synchronised tilt control system. The

conclusion is that the tilt control system ought to include a route le containing

alignment and cant, for calculating the optimal tilt velocity in the transition curves, and

that the system ought to be synchronised with the alignment.

3.3 PCT and the choice of horizontal alignment

In this section, clothoid - circle - clothoid combinations between xed straight lines are

analysed. Equally costly alignment alternatives may be described by the permissible

zone in the R-Lt plane, see Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The permissible zone may be de ned by

the angle Aw between the straight lines and the positions (longitudinal as well as lateral)

of the binding obstacles (Kufver 1997a). In order to clarify the basic relations, only one

binding obstacle will be used in the analysis. The optimal solution (R-Lt combination) is

expected to be located on the border which is de ned by the obstacle (see Section 2.2).

The clothoids are assumed to have the same lengths, which corresponds to the most

frequent situation.

The smallest radius for train speeds of 200 km/h, according to the limits in Table 2.1,

and the shortest corresponding transition curve (R=1888 m and Lt=180 m) together

constitute the reference alternative in the analysis. When the lengths of the transition

curves are altered, the necessary adjustment of the curve radius depends on the angle All!

between the straight lines and the longitudinal positions ofthe binding obstacles (Kufver

1997a). For a certain change in transition length, a smaller angle Aw requires a larger

adjustment of radius than a larger angle Aw. Concerning the positions of the obstacles,

there are two extremes. An obstacle in the middle of the curve requires the smallest

adjustment of curve radius, while an obstacle on an adjacent straight line (i.e. a turnout

which should not be placed on a curve) requires the largest adjustment.

Each alignment alternative (R Lt combination) will be evaluated with its optimal cant.

All alternatives are case C curves (see Section 3.2). At low train speeds, some of the

 

10 For case C curves, re-arrange equation [3.21] and express an optimal effective roll factorf,.* as a

function ofI, V and Lt.
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alternatives have the optimal cant de ciency according to [3.21], but at higher train

speeds, the cant is limited to 150 mm.11

Figures 3.9-3.12 show PCT for standing passengers on horizontal curves with a change

in direction Aw of 0.1 rad and 0.5 rad, and with a binding obstacle at the midpoint and at
the endpoint of the curve respectively. The longest transition curve which may be used

depends on the change in direction and the binding obstacles, since the length of the

circular curve must be greater than (or equal to) zero, see Figure 2.6. The gures show

PCT as functions of the lengths of the transition curves for different train speeds and for

different effective roll factors (0.3 for tilting trains and 1.2 for conventional trains).12

        

 

 

 

     

4O

WmfF l .2;
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30 w «we-mfr=1.2;
* V=200 km/h

25 -

g\: 20 _: mefz;
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5__ . ~.____ --*--fr=0.3;
""-I----I V=250km/h

O 1 x l ' . 1"} g} i} 1

50 100 150 200

Lt (m)

Figure 3.9 Simplified PCTfor standing passengers on a curve with

A ra=0.1 rad and a midpoint obstacle.

 

11 Some railway companies accept higher cant than 150 mm. According to Goldenbaum and Meyer

(1985), Italy and Poland accept 180 mm of cant, while France and Japan accept 200 mm.
12 . . . . . . .
Correspondmg curve radu and cant de c1enc1es are shown 1n Appendlx 5.
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Figure 3.10 Simplified PCTfor standing passengers on a curve with

A w=0.1 rad and an endpoint obstacle.
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Figure 3.11 SimplifiedPCTfor standing passengers on a curve with

A ga=0.5 rad and a midpoint obstacle.
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Figure 3.12 SimplifedPCTfor standing passengers on a curve with

A w=0.5 rad and an endpoint obstacle.

Figures 3.13-3.14 show PCT as functions of the lengths of the transition curves for

different changes in direction between the straight lines Aw. The speed of the tilting

coaches ( =0.3) is 250 km/h and the speed of the conventional coaches ( r "1.2) is

200 km/h.13

 

13 Corresponding curve radii and cant de ciencies are shown in Appendix, 5.
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Figure 3.13 Simpli ed PCTfor standingpassengers on curves with

A 1//=0.I-1.0 radand a midpoint obstacle.
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Figure 3.14 Simplified PCTfor standing passengers on curves with

A w=0.1-1.0 rad and an endpoint obstacle.
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Concerning Figures 3.9-3.14, the following remarks and conclusions may be made:

The optimal lengths of the transition curves depend on the positions of the binding

obstacles. A midpoint obstacle favours longer transition curves than an endpoint
obstacle does. Kufver (1997b) draw the conclusion that when changing the transition

lengths, midpoint and endpoint obstacles constitute the extreme cases where the

smallest and largest compensations of horizontal radius are needed, respectively. Hence,

the midpoint and endpoint obstacles also de ne the extreme cases when calculatingPCT.

The optimal lengths of the transition curves depend on the effective roll factor )2, which

considers the roll coef cient of the vehicle and a possible body tilt system. The price

which has to be paid when lengthening the transition curves, i.e. the reduction in the

horizontal radius, affects PCT less if the effective roll factor is low. Hence, at a certain

train speed, lower effective roll factors favour longer transition curves than higher
effective roll factors. (For the same reason, if the limit for cant is raised above the

present Swedish limit of 150 mm, the optimal transition length will be increased.)

The magnitude of the change in direction between the straight lines Aw also affects the

optimal lengths of the transition curves. Regardless the position of the binding obstacle,

a larger angle Aw requires smaller changes in the horizontal radius for certain changes in

transition length, compared to those at a smaller angle. Hence, for large angles All! the

optimal transition curves will be longer.

The optimal transition lengths for conventional coaches are in some cases relatively

short (see Figure 3.14). All PCT values with shorter transition curves than 180 m refer to

a rate of cant higher than the present limit of 46 mm/s.l4 Hence, if this constraint is

not relaxed, the resulting PCT values will be higher and the optimal transition curves

longer.

The train speed affects the optimal length of the transition curves in a complex manner.

If the train speed is relatively low, e.g. 160 km/h for a conventional coach in

Figures 3.11 and 3.12, some alignment alternatives have cant according to [3.21], which

means the passenger discomfort is caused by the rolling alone. In these cases, PCT

slowly decreases with increased transition length as long as the PCT] term (discomfort

caused by lateral acceleration and lateral jerk) is zero. When PCT] becomes positive (see

Lt=340m for the conventional coach at 160 km/h in Figure 3.12), the entire PCT

function starts to increase quite rapidly.

At higher train speeds, the optimal transition length is shorter and its dependence on

train speed is not very strong. The optima are usually quite at, hence slightly non-

optimal transition lengths do not affect PCT very greatly.

Nevertheless, the optimal transition lengths for tilting coaches deviate relatively greatly

from the 180 m reference alternative (except at small angles, such as Aw=0.1 rad). In

 

14 The potential bene t of an increased rate of cant has already been reported by Harborough (1986) and

UIC (1991).
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Figure 3.13, PCT in a tilting coach is about 12.5% at the reference alternative

(Lt=180 m) but may be reduced to PCT values of 55-65% at Lt=400 m for curves with

angles in the interval 0.5 radgAxngO rad. Since high roll velocities (and/or high roll

accelerations) are correlated to motion sickness, there is an interest in reducing the roll

velocities by a reduced body tilt and/or optimised transition curves. Both methods

usually increase the lateral acceleration (when obstacles are considered), but modifying

the alignment results in a lower lateral acceleration than reducing the tilt.

Another important conclusion is that, since the optima are at for the lower train speeds,
there is no great disadvantage for trains at such speeds if the transition lengths are

optimised for higher speeds.

When the track is used for conventional as well as tilting trains, the optimal transition

lengths may differ considerably. However, optima are at and reasonable compromises

may be found.

The alternatives with shorter transition lengths than in the reference alternative result in

larger radii and larger cant excess for freight trains (trains with a lower speed than the

equilibrium speed).
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4. Models for dynamic track/vehicle analysis

4.1 GENSYS multibody computer code

In the dynamic track/vehicle analysis, simulations have been conducted with the

multibody computer code GENSYS. The code is general and may be used in a wide

range of dynamic applications (Lange 1996, Persson 1995b). In the eld of railway

dynamics, there are several options concerning the number of degrees of freedom for the

individual bodies, types of vehicle coupling elements, types of wheel/rail contact

kinematics, type of analysis phase (time domain simulations, frequency domain

simulations, quasi-statical analysis), etc.

In this study, simulations are conducted in the time domain. Vehicles bodies, bogies and

wheelsets are modelled as rigid bodies and have six degrees of freedom each (three

translations and three rotations). The track is modelled as lumped masses, connected by

the contact areas to the wheelsets. Each track mass has only one degree of freedom:

lateral translation. Hence, there are 46 degrees offreedom for each vehicle.

                

     

Lateral

[ 9 G/// ///////// /////

Figure 4.] Degrees offreedom in this study.
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There are three types of coordinate systems in the model. First, there is a xed

coordinate system. Second, there are coordinate systems, esys, which follow alignment

and cant in the nominal speed of the vehicle. Esys are Euler systems, which are related

to the xed system with trigonometric functions and therefore are suitable for large

rotations. Third, there are local coordinate systems, lsys, also following alignment and

cant, but at xed longitudinal distances from an esys. The relations between an lsys

system and an esys are linearised, according to the small angle approximations.

Displacements of the rigid bodies are expressed in lsys systems and since these systems

follow alignment and cant, the local x-direction coincides with the direction of the track

centre line and the local lateral y-direction coincides with the track plane (and is

perpendicular to the x-direction), while the local vertical z direction is perpendicular to
this plane.

The coupling elements are modelled as piecewise linear springs and dampers. The

working directions of the coupling elements may be xed in one of the two local

coordinate systems involved, or may be dependent on the actual positions of the ends of

the coupling element. In the latter case, the working directions are updated during the

calculations. In this study, the working directions have been xed.

Elasticity of track has been modelled by lateral as well as vertical stiffness and damping
between wheel and track. Since the track elements may move in the lateral direction,

there is also lateral stiffness and damping between the track and the xed ground.

The positions of the wheel/rail contact areas and the wheel/rail creep are calculated
according to derivations calculated by Ingvast (1993). Wheel/rail contact functions,

consisting of change of rolling radius, vertical displacement of wheel, angle (in the y-z

plane) of contact area and the difference in curvature (in the y-z plane) between the

wheel and rail at the contact area, are calculated as functions of the relative lateral

displacement between wheel and rail. These functions (together with yaw angles

between wheels andrails) are used to determine longitudinal and vertical displacements

of the wheel/rail contact area. The creep is calculated as a difference of velocities

(between the instantaneous contact area of the rail and the instantaneous contact area of

the wheel) divided by the nominal speed of the vehicle. The creep is expressed in

longitudinal, lateral and spin creepage.

Creep forces are determined according to the simpli ed theory of Kalker (1973).

Wear index is expressed as energy dissipation in the contact patch. The energy

dissipation considers both translational creep multiplied by creep force and spin

creepage multiplied by a corresponding spin moment.
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4.2 Model of the Eurofima standard coach UIC-Zl

The Euro ma standard coach (UIC-Zl) with FIAT bogies (0270) has been chosen to

represent a conventional passenger coach in this study. Euro ma coaches are used by

several railway companies in Europe (IRJ 1978) and models of the coach have been

used by ERRI B176 (1993) to compare different software for simulation of vehicle

dynamics. The GENSYS software generates results which correspond well with the

simulation results published by ERRI B176 (Persson 1995a, 1996a, 1996b).

 

Figure 4.2 A Eurofima coach at Ziirich H3.

The GENSYS model ofthe Euroflma coach consists of the following rigid bodies:

 

Mass Mass moment of inertia Height ofmass centre

M (kg) JXX (kgmz) Jyy (kgmz) J22 (1(ng above track plane (m)

Vehicle body 32 000 56 800 I 970 000 1 970 000 1.80

           

Bogie 2 735 I 842 I 525 3 236 0.60

Wheelset 1 753 I 060 112 I 060 0.46

Table 4.1 Rigid bodies in the model ofthe Euro ma coach.

The static axle loads are in the range 107.4-110.7 kN. The bogie pivot distance is 19 m

and the bogie wheelbase is 2.56 m. UIC/ORE 81002 wheel pro les have been used in
the model.
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The primary suspension consists of springs in the x, y and z-directions and parallel

damping elements in the z direction. The damping element consists of a spring in series

with a damper. On the Euro ma coach, the damping elements are placed on trailing

arms which connect the axleboxes to the bogies. The lowest eigenfrequency of the

trailing arm is about 170 Hz (Persson 1995a) which is far above the frequencies of

interest in this study. Hence, the trailing arms are omitted in the GENSYS model and

the characteristics of the damping elements are geared 160% according to the simplified

geometry of the primary suspension. (The masses of the eight trailing arms have been

distributed to the two bogies and the four wheelsets.)

    

Spring stiffness Stiffness in damping element

kxp (kN/m) kyp (kN/m) kZp (kN/m) kdzp (kN/m)

| 31 391 | 3 884 l 781 600 |

Table 4.2 Stiffness in the primary suspension in the model of
the Euro ma coach (per axle end).

The primary dampers are modelled piecewise linear between the velocity/force

combinations in Table 4.3.

 

Velocity(m/s) 0 0.025 0.056 0.10 0.18 0.625 6.25 12.5 31.2

Force(kN) 0 0.16 0.32 0.48 0.64 1.60 13.6 26.9 67.2

             

Table 4.3 Vertical dampingforce in the primary suspension in

the model ofthe Euro ma coach (per axle end).

The secondary suspension consists of springs and parallel damping elements in the x, y

and z directions. All damping elements consist of a spring in series with a damper.

     

 

Spring stiffness Stiffness in damping element

kXS (kN/m) kyS (kN/m) kZS (kN/m) kdxs (kN/m) kdys (kN/m) kdzs (kN/m)

160 | 160 | 430 30 000 l 6 000 | 6 000

Table 4.4 Stiffness in the secondary suspension in the model of

the Eurofima coach (per bogie side).

The secondary dampers are modelled piecewise linear between the velocity-force

combinations in Tables 4.5-4.7. The working directions of the yaw dampers are mainly

longitudinal.
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Velocity (m/s) I 0 0. 03 0.07 0.15 0.30 1.0 10.0 20.0 |

  

Force (kN) I0

 

1.0

 

2.0

 

3.0

 

4.0

 

8.5

 

66.5

 

131.0 |

 

Table 4.5 Lateral dampingforce in the secondary suspension in

the model ofthe Euro ma coach (per bogie side).

 

Velocity (m/s) I 0 0.015 0. 08 0.26 1.0 10.0 20.0

  

Force (kN) I 0

 

1.0

 

2.0

 

3.0

 

7.1

 

57.0

  

113.0

 

Table 4.6 Vertical dampingforce in the secondary suspension in

the model ofthe Euro ma coach (per bogie side).

 

I Velocity (m/s) 0 0. 04 0. 055 0.11 0.14 1.0 10.0 20.0

 

 

IForce (kN) 0

 

7. 0

 

8.0

 

10.0

 

11.0

 

39.7

  

339.7 673.3

  

Table 4. 7 Yaw dampingforce in the secondary suspension in

the model ofthe Euro ma coach (per bogie side).

Each bogie is provided with a secondary roll bar stiffness of 940 kNrn/rad, and a lateral

secondary bumpstop with characteristics according to Table 4.8.

 

           

Displacement 0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

(mm)
IForce (kN) 0 0 0.60 1.76 3. 73 6.87 11.58 17.17 29.2 230.0 I

 

Table 4.8 Secondary lateral bumpstop in the model ofthe Euro ma

coach.

The coach has a roll coef cient of 0.22 (effective roll factor 1.22) at a cant de ciency of

100 mm. In a linearised model, it has been found that the body lower sway eigenmode

has an eigenfrequency of 0.50 Hz (Persson 1995a).
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4.3 Model of the SJ UA2 tilting coach

The SJ UA2 coach is one of the coaches in the SJ X2 trainset. The normal SJ X2

trainset consists of a power car (see Section 4.4), ve intermediate tilting coaches and a

tilting driving trailer. The SJ UA2 coach has been used in this study to quantify the

effects of an active body tilt system on the optimal transition lengths.

 

Figure 4.3 SJ UA2 and U32 tilting coaches in Linkoping.

Vehicle data are mainly con dential, but certain data have been released by Adtranz for

publishing. The GENSYS model of the SJ UA2 coach consists of the following rigid

bodies:

            

Mass Mass moment ofinertia Height ofmass centre

M (kg) JXX (kgmz) Jyy (kgmz) J22 (kgmz) above track plane (m)

Vehicle body 32 4]] 6] 000 I 510 000 I 508 000 1.6]

Bogie 5 420 3 300 5 700 7 400 0.56

Wheelset 1 340 750 250 750 0.44

Table 4.9 Rigid bodies in the model ofthe SJ UA2 tilting coach.

The static axle loads are 119.2 kN for all Wheelsets. The bogie pivot distance is 17.7 m

and the bogie wheelbase is 2.9 m. UIC/ORE S 1002 wheel pro les have been used in the

model. Since the coach is specially designed to run on track with highcant de ciencies,
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the primary suspension is relatively soft in all directions in order to give the Wheelsets
improved radial self-steering capabilities.

   
  

 

Upper (tilting)
bolster

-'- Hydraulic
cylinder

~«h.-Lower bolster

Bogie frame

Pendulum -

Figure 4.4 Body tilt system of the SJ UAZ tilting coach. The secondary

suspension is located above the upper bolster, which reduces

the lateralforces on the air springs. (Source: Andersson,

von Bahr & Nilstam 1995)

In this study, the body tilt system of the model has been programmed to tilt

proportionally to the lateral acceleration in the track plane (at the leading bogie), with a

factor of 0.08 rad per m/s2. Considering the de ections in the primary and secondary

suspensions, the effective roll factor fr is 0.28. The tilting is synchronised with the

alignment with no delays, and with no mass moment ofinertia taken into consideration.
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4.4 Model of the SJ X2 power car

The SJ X2 power car has been chosen to represent a suitable high speed locomotive for
tilting as well as non-tilting coaches. The power car is non-tilting, and has a roll

coef cient of only 0.1. Hence, the effective roll factor . is 1.1. Also for this vehicle,

data are generally con dential, but a sample of data has been accepted by Adtranz for

publishing. The GENSYS model of the SJ power car consists of the following rigid
bodies:

            

Mass Mass moment of inertia Height of mass centre

M (kg) Jxx (kgmz) JVy (kgmz) J22 (kgmz) above track plane (m)

Vehicle body 48 250 72 000 763 000 74] 000 1.70

Bogie 8 400 3 700 12 000 15 100 0.65

Wheelset 2 030 I 200 250 I 200 0.55

Table 4.10 Rigid bodies in the model ofthe SJX2power car.

The static axle loads are 180.1 kN for all axles. The bogie pivot distance is 9.5 m and

the bogie wheelbase is 2.9 m. UIC/ORE $1002 wheel pro les have been used in the

model. Bogies are ofradial self-steering type.

 

Figure 4.5 An SJX2power car in Linko'ping.
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4.5 Track model

The track in the simulation model has UIC60 rails inclined at 1:30 (according to

Swedish standard). The gauge is 1435 mm. Friction coef cient between wheels and rails
is 0.4.

In the GENSYS model, the various components of the track (rails, pads, sleepers and

ballast) are aggregated into rigid bodies designated track . A track body with a mass of

1000 kg is connected to each wheelset.

      

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

\

Figure 4.6 Flexibility between wheel and track in the model.

Track exibility is modelled with parallel springs and dampers in the wheel/rail contact

areas, having stiffness and damping which vary with the angle of contact area 7. (The

working directions of the springs and dampers are perpendicular to the wheel/rail

contact areas.) The stiffness and damping are interpolated linearly in Table4.11.

 

lWheel/rail contact angley(rad) I -1.57 0 1.57 I

     

| Stiffness (MN/m) | 42 150 42 |
| Damping (st/m) | 60 300 60 |

Table 4.11 Stiffness and damping in the wheel/rail contact areas.

As already mentioned in Section 4.1, a track body has one degree of freedom, lateral

displacement. Between each track body and the ground, there is a spring parallel with a

damper (see Figure 4.1). The spring stiffness is 30 MN/m and the damping is 50 st/m.

The track model in this study introduces exibility between the components wheelset,

track and ground, which is necessary when quantifying inertia forces of the wheelsets.

However, the model is simpli ed to a high degree. For example, the real wheel/rail

contact is very stiff, while rail pads and ballast introduce most of the exibility. The

track model underestimates wheel/rail contact forces of high frequencies (i.e. those

related to the real wheel/rail contact stiffness and with associated eigenfrequencies

above 100 Hz). Contact forces caused by stiffness variations as well as wheel and rail

corrugations are not considered. Despite these facts, the track model is regarded

suf cient for comparisons of vehicle reactions when altering alignment and cant.
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5. Dynamic analysis of alignments Without track

irregularities

5.1 Vehicle reactions on linear superelevation ramps

In Sweden, there has been some discussion of whether the linear superelevation ramps
really are perfectly linear with kinks at the tangent points. Also Alais (1984) has claimed

that linear ramps are impossible to arrange. He stated that superelevation ramps are
smoothed with doucines without mathematical de nition.

The actual shape of linear superelevation ramps may be measured by surveying or by

using track recording cars. The track should be loaded, since an unloaded superelevation

ramp may be smoothed to a higher degree than a loaded one. If the ramp is measured by

a track recording car (with suf cient vertical wheel loads), the speed of the track

recording car should be low in order to avoid/minimise dynamic load. At the time of this

study, there were no such track data available.

In order to study whether smoothing of the superelevation ramps has any signi cant

in uence on the dynamic behaviour of the vehicles used in this study, simulations were

conducted. The model of the Euro ma coach was used and the test speed was 200 km/h.

The track geometry consisted of a straight - clothoid - circle combination. The clothoid

length was 100 m and the curve radius was 3147 m. The cant was zero on the straight

line and 150 mm on the circular curve, corresponding to equilibrium cant. Hence, the

cant gradient was 1/667 and the rate of cant was 83 mm/s. This is a fairly high value, but

was used to emphasise the vehicle dynamics on the ramp. The rate of cant de ciency

was zero in order to minimise the effect of curving.

Six different superelevation ramps were studied. Three of the ramps were arranged by

lifting the outer rail 150 mm while the inner rail was horizontal (according to the
principles applied in Sweden and Germany, among other countries). The other three

were arranged by lifting the outer rail 75 mm and lowering the inner rail 75 mm

(according to the principles applied in Switzerland and Japan). In Sweden, these two

principles are the subject of discussion. With modern surveying methods, it is easier to

survey the height of the track centre line than inner rail, since the horizontal position of

the track refers to the centre line.

One pair of superelevation ramps was strictly linear (with kinks at the tangent points).

The second pair had their ends smoothed by 0.6 m long parabolas and the third pair was

smoothed by 6 m long parabolas. All ramps were combined with perfect clothoids,

hence there were no smoothing of the horizontal curvature. The ramps with smoothed

ends were lengthened in order to keep the maximum rate of cant to 83 mm/s in all

alternatives, and were placed symmetrically around the clothoid.

In the simulations, 500 samples per second were stored. When evaluating forces,

200 metres of track were considered, which resulted in 1800 samples. Hence the 99.85-

percentile means that the two samples with the largest magnitudes were neglected and
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the 99.85-percentile was interpolated between the samples corresponding to the 3rd and
4th largest magnitudes.

The study was focused on the vertical wheel forces (which will be used in boundary
conditions when evaluating single curves) and the physical quantities which are used in

the calculation of PCT (the object function). Tables 5.1-5.4 show the results concerning

the vertical wheel forces on the outer wheels, 99.85-percentiles and absolute maximum

respectively, and low-pass ltered with 3 dB cut-off frequencies of 30 Hz and 90 Hz

respectively.

                    

               

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

Rot. centre of twist inner rail centre line

Smoothing O 0.6 m 6 m 0 0.6 m 6 m

30 Hz, 99.85 66.9 66.9 66.9 67.4 67.4 67.4

30 Hz, max 669* 669* 669* 674* 674* 674*

90 Hz, 99.85 69.0 67.1 67.0 67.5 67.4 67.4

90 Hz, max 78.1 68.8 67.1 * 68.8 675* 67. 6*

Table 5.1 Verticalforces on outer wheel Ist axle, QIR (kN), at 83 mm/s
rate of cant. (* The maximumforce does not coincide with a

tangentpoint.)

Rot. centre of twist inner rail centre line

Smoothing 0 0.6 m 6 m 0 0.6 m 6 m

30 Hz, 99.85 65.4 65.4 65.4 65. 7 65.7 65.7

30 Hz, max 654* 654* 654* 65. 7* 657* 65. 7*

90 Hz, 99.85 68.6 66.5 65.4 65.8 65.7 65.7

90 Hz, max 78.2 68.8 654* 68.2 658* 65.8 *

Table 5.2 Verticalforces on outer wheel 2nd axle, QZR (kN), at 83 mm/s
rate of cant. (* The maximumforce does not coincide with a

tangent point.)

Rot. centre of twist inner rail centre line

Smoothing O 0.6 m 6 m 0 0.6 m 6 m

30 Hz, 99.85 62.0 61.5 60.0 59.2 59.2 59.1

30 Hz, max 62. 7 61.9 600* 592* 592* 592*

90 Hz, 99.85 65.3 63.9 60.0 60.6 59.9 59.1

90 Hz, max 75.5 66.2 600* 65.9 61.0 592*

Table 5.3 Verticalforces on outer wheel 3rd axle, Q3R (kN), at 83 mm/S
rate of cant. (* The maximum force does not coincide with a

tangent point.)
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Rot. centre of twist inner rail centre line

Smoothing O 0.6 m 6 m 0 0.6 m 6 m

30 Hz, 99.85 61.7 61.2 57.7 58.0 57.8 56.3

30 Hz, max 624 61.7 57.8* 58.4 58.0 563*

90 Hz, 99.85 65.0 63. 7 57.8 59.8 59.1 56.3

90 Hz, max 75.3 65.9 578* 65.1 60.2 563*

Table 5.4 Verticalforces on outer wheel 4th axle, Q4R (kN), at 83 mm/s

 

rate ofcant. (* The maximum force does not coincide with a

tangentpoint.)

It should be noted that the maximum vertical forces do not always coincide with a

tangent point. Sometimes, this is an effect of the low-pass ltering. Figure 5.1 shows an

example where the maximum forces coincide with the tangent points if 90 Hz low-pass
ltering is applied, while they do not if they are 30 Hz low-pass ltered.

       

 

 

          

on onE5? =90 o 8 8

'5 H / H

550 /F\ - g5
N N? I ' . so No l - _E " .~~ my y.0 O. ' .0

DO 00 .
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a" r e" w
w w u so
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o o

['1 I?!
W J w 1

0. 100. 200. O. 100. 200.

dist dist

Ca1c_Date:1997-10 10 361.9703 Calc_Date=1997-10-1O Re1.9703

 

Figure 5.1 Vertical wheelforces on outer wheels of1st bogie, QIR and
Q2R (kN), on the superelevation ramp with 0.6 m smoothing

and with track twisted around the inner rail. The forces are

30 Hz (left) and 90 Hz (right) low pass ltered respectively.

When using the procedures of CEN TC 256 WG 10 (30 Hz low-pass ltering and

99.85-percentiles) there are small differences in the vertical wheel forces on the six

different ramps. However, the use of 99.85-percentiles, which may be relevant in

stationary conditions in order to reduce the in uence ofmeasuring errors, may be

questioned when evaluating superelevation ramps, since it may more or less

systematically exclude the most interesting parts of the track. The 99.85-percentiles,
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when using 30 Hz low-pass ltering, cannot prove that ramp smoothing does not make

sense.

In Kufver (1997c) it was recommended that vertical wheel forces and a limit of 170 kN,

according to CEN TC 256 WG 10 (1996), should be used as boundary conditions in the

optimisation procedure. Since all values in Tables 5.1-5 .4 are far below the limit, it is

concluded that the evaluation of vertical wheel forces of the Euro ma coach does not

require ramp smoothing. Strictly linear ramps may be used in the simulation model,

even though the superelevation ramps may be slightly smoothed in reality. Simulations

with a UA2 tilting coach and an X2 power car also indicate that modelling with

smoothed ramps is unnecessary. However, in the case of other vehicles, with higher axle

loads and with heavier unsprung masses, this conclusion may not be valid. The

conclusion may also be invalid for a more sophisticated track model (with the track

mass divided into rail, sleeper and ballast and with a stiffer connection between wheel

and rail than the used connection between wheel and track ).

When using 90 Hz low-pass ltering, the perfectly linear superelevation ramp twisted

around the track centre line results in lower vertical wheel forces than the ramp twisted

around the inner rail. (However, track irregularities, rail corrugation and stiffness

variations due to intermittent rail support as well as variations in the track bed cause

variations in vertical wheel forces, which may exceed the variations in TablesS. 1-5.4.)

Tables 5.5-5.7 show the results concerning the physical quantities used in the PCT

function (maximum lateral acceleration, maximum lateral jerk and maximum roll

velocity of the vehicle body) filtered according to the procedures suggested by CEN

TC 256 WG 7 (1995) but with a slightly extended evaluation period (see Section 5.2.1).

Lateral acceleration and lateral jerk are calculated at the oor above the leading bogie,

in the middle of the coach and above the trailing bogie respectively. (With the simpli ed

analysis conducted in Chapter 3, the lateral acceleration and lateral jerk would have

been approximated to zero and the roll velocity to 0.056rad/s.)

 

Rot. centre of twist inner rail centre line

Smoothing O 0.6 m 6 m 0 0.6 m 6 m

Floor above bogie l 0.249 0. 249 0. 249 0.249 0.249 0.250

Floor at coach centre 0. I 73 0. I 73 0.1 73 0.1 73 0.173 0.1 73

Floor above bogie 2 0.194 0.194 0.196 0.197 0.197 0. 200

               

Table 5.5 Maximum lateral acceleration in the vehicle body (m/s2), at
83 mm/s rate of cant.

Rot. centre of twist inner rail centre line

Smoothing O 0.6 m 6 m 0 0.6 m 6 m

 

Floor above bogie 1 0.297 0. 297 0.3 0] 0.3 00 0.300 0.304

Floor at coach centre 0.279 0.279 0.28] 0.276 0.276 0.279

Floor at above bogie 2 0.273 0.273 0.274 0.266 0.266 0.268

     

      

Table 5.6 Maximum lateraljerk in the vehicle body (m/s3), at 83 mm/s
rate ofcant.
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I Rot. centre oftwist I inner rail centre line I

        

| Smoothing | 0 0.6 m 6 m 0 0.6 m 6 m |
| All positions I 0. 068 0. 068 0. 068 0. 067 0.067 0.067 |

Table 5. 7 Maximum roll velocity ofthe vehicle body (rad/s), at 83 mm/s
rate of cant.

Since the differences within each row in Tables 5.5-5.7 are small, a possible relatively

short smoothing of superelevation ramps does not affect the PCT function very much.

However, the six simulations conducted cannot indicate whether or not S-shaped ramps,
with long smoothing, and transition curves with S-shaped curvature patterns (see

Kufver 1997a) are superior to linear ramps and clothoids respectively.

The observation that the position of the rotation centre of the track twist does not

signi cantly affect PCT supports the results of Hashimoto (1989). He reported that

horizontal acceleration within the vehicle body was almost unaffected by the position of

the rotation centre, while the vertical acceleration was smaller when the track was

twisted around its centre line.

A conclusion in this section is that in this study, linear superelevation ramps may be

assumed to have no smoothing, since smoothing affects the object function to a non-

signi cant degree and since the vertical wheel forces are far lower than their limits.

When other vehicles are studied, this assumption may be not valid and in such a case the

actual shapes of a number of loaded superelevation ramps ought to be surveyed, in order

to obtain data for use in the simulation model.

Another conclusion is that from the dynamic point of view, it is favourable to arrange

superelevation ramps twisted around the track centre line rather than twisted around the

inner rail. Vertical accelerations in the vehicle body and vertical wheel forces are

slightly lower and the object function is unaffected. Since surveying is easier when the

track is twisted around the centre line, it is recommended that this layout be used also in

Sweden when building new railways and renewing existing ones. Hence, this layout will

be used when evaluating alignments in this study.

5.2 Vehicle reactions on curves without track irregularities

In this section, the described vehicle reactions refer to track geometries without track

irregularities. The aim of excluding irregularities is to make it possible to identify the

pure effects of alignment alterations.

5.2.1 Initial study of the dynamic PCT evaluation

An initial series of simulations was conducted with the Euro ma coach passing the

0.1 radian curve with a midpoint obstacle at a speed of 200 km/h.
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PCT values (for standing passengers) were calculated with lateral acceleration and lateral

jerk in the middle of the vehicle body as well as above the two bogies, and based on

time limits suggested by CEN TC 256 WG 7 (1995). According to CEN, lateral

acceleration should be averaged in a l-second rectangular window sliding from the start

of the transition curve to 1.6 seconds after the end, and the lateral jerk should be

averaged in a similar window sliding from 1 second before the transition curve to the

end. It should be noted, that these time limits were not provided in the original reports

from British Rail Research.

CEN (1995) used two different interpretations ofthe relevant phases to be studied. On

page 19, the Committee related the phases to the alignment elements, while on page 79

(Annex K) it related the phases to the time history of a 2-second averaged lateral

acceleration of an axlebox or bogie, see Figure 5.2. No comments were made about
these two options. Probably, the definition related to the acceleration pattern is to be

used in full scale tests where the alignment is not clearly de ned.

 

nca-non-cnmpensaled lateral acceleration (25 fliered)

4

>23 >25

    

time s

    

10 11

   

Figure 5.2 Relevant phases on curve transition. (Source: CEN I 995)

However, the acceleration pattern in Figure 5 .2 is remarkably similar to a curvature

diagram, with quite distinct kinks at the tangent points. Simulations with the model of

the Euro ma coach show no such kinks at all after the 2-second averaging, see

Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Lateral acceleration in the trackplane (left) and

corresponding 2-second averaged lateral acceleration in

a bogie ofthe Euro ma coach (right). Transition curves

are 120 m long, radius is 2246 m and cant is 150 mm.

Hence, de ning the relevant phases according to the 2-second averaged lateral

acceleration will probably not be as accurate as indicated by CEN. In this study, the

relevant phases are related to the alignment elements.

CEN (1995) did not state to which part of the l-second rectangular window the time

limits refer. Two alternatives have been investigated in the initial study. The rst

alternative reads

to
.. l 100
yTF(tO): 'ay(t)dt [5.1]

T g
I D T

In [5.1] the time position to corresponds to the front edge of the window, in the same

way as in the running r.m.s. formula provided by ISO (1995)

a,,(t0) = It?~7a2(t)dt [5.2]

 

The second alternative reads

i0+§

.. l 100
y1c(fo)= - 'ay(t)dt [5.3]

T T g
l0 ;

and in this case the time position to corresponds to the centre position of the window.
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The resulting PCT values, when using formula [5.1] in the averaging process, are

presented in Figure 5.4 together with PCT values based on a slightly extended evaluation

period.

   

 

         

3O

El Above bogie 1,
extended

0 Coach centre,
extended

20
A A Above bogie 2,
o\o extended

3:3 - - {J - -Above bogie 1,
CEN

10 ~
- - o - - Coach centre,

CEN

- - t - -Above bogie 2,
CEN

O ' I : ' I l

50 100 150 200

Lt (m)

Figure 5.4 PCT values in the centre ofthe Euro ma coach and above

the two bogies when using the CEN time limits and when

extending the time histories to include the maximum values

oflateral acceleration and lateraljerk.

In several cases, there are fairly large differences between PCT values according to CEN

and PCT values based on a slightly extended evaluation period. Differences also exist if

formula [5.3] is used instead of [5.1], but are less pronounced.

Since CEN TC 256 WG 7 did not provide any arguments for their introduction of a

limited evaluation period, and since the position of the averaging window was not

clearly de ned, it was decided not to use the limited evaluation period in this study.

Hence, PCT values in the following sections are based on the extended evaluation

period.

In Figure 5.4, there are certain differences between the PCT values, depending on the

position for which lateral acceleration and lateral jerk have been calculated. These
differences are caused by the yaw acceleration of the vehicle body. Since the Euro ma

coach is not symmetric, each alignment alternative has been evaluated as a right hand

curve as well as a left hand curve. In Sections 52.2-52.4, the worst case (maximum

PCT) has been considered for each alignment alternative.
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5.2.2 Conventional coach on curves without track irregularities

As in Figures 3.13-3.14, the vehicle speed is 200 km/h when evaluating PCT for a

conventional non-tilting coach. However, according to CEN TC 256 WG10 (draft

March 1996) and UIC 518 OR (draft January 1997), forces and climbing ratios must be

evaluated at a slightly higher speed than the intended permissible speed. CEN TC 256

WG 10 stated that the vehicle must be evaluated at 110% of permissible speed on

straight track and with 110% of permissible cant de ciency in curves. Kufver (1997c)

concluded that it may be reasonable to modify the latter condition slightly when

alignment alternatives with different radii are being evaluated (in order to use the same

test speed in all alternatives). For these reasons, the vehicle reactions in the boundary

conditions were evaluated with a vehicle speed of 205 km/h, which generates a cant

de ciency of 113 mm (i.e. 113% of permissible cant de ciency) in the reference

alternative.

When simulating the Euro ma coach at a higher speed than equilibrium speed, there

were no interesting differences between the 30 Hz and 90 Hz low-pass ltered forces.

(This may not be the case when track irregularities are superimposed on the track

geometry.)

The results from alignment alternatives with a change in direction Aw of 0.1 rad and

0.5 rad, and a binding midpoint obstacle and a binding endpoint obstacle respectively,

are shown in Figures 5 .5-5 .9. The following numerical values of the limits15 have been

used in the gures:

Vertical wheel forces (Q) 170 kN

Guiding forces (Y) 45 kN

Track shift forces (S) 45.8 kN

Climbing ratios (Y/Q) 0.8

These limits have been compared with the 99.85 -percentiles of each variable. (It may be

noted that both CEN TC 256 WG 10 (1996) and UIC 518 OR (1997) stated that the Y-

forces must be quanti ed with median values only, and should be evaluated only when

the curve radii are in the range 250 to 600 metres. CEN and UIC suggested a limit of

60 kN.)

Track lengths of 500 metres and 1000 metres were considered for the alignments with a

change in direction Aw of 0.1 rad and 0.5 rad respectively. 500 samples per second were

stored.

 

15 The limit for S force based on an axle load of 107.4 kN, has been used for all wheelsets (even though
two wheelsets have a static axle load of 110.7 kN).
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Figure 5.5 PCTfor standing passengers in a conventional coach passing

curves with a change in direction ofA 1//= 0.1 and 0.5 rad and

with a binding obstacle at the midpoint and the endpoint of

the curve respectively, at 200 km/h.
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Figure 5.6 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofa conventional

coach passing a curve, with A t//=0.I rad and a midpoint

obstacle, at 205 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant

de ciency I varies between 59 mm and 113 mm.

[=80 mm at Lt*=140 m.
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Figure 5. 7 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofa conventional

coach passing a curve, with A w=0.1 rad and an endpoint

obstacle, at 205 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant

de ciency I varies between 35 mm and 113 mm.

[=35 mm at Lt*=100 m.
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Figure 5.8 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios of a conventional

coach passing a curve, with A w=0.5 rad and a midpoint

obstacle, at 205 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant

de ciency I varies between 110 mm and 189 mm.

1:119 mm at Lt*=300 m.
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Figure 5.9 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofa conventional

coach passing a curve, with A (/1=0.5 rad and an endpoint

obstacle, at 205 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant

de ciency I varies between 92 mm and 272 mm.

1:102 mm atLt*=140 m.

None of Figures 5.6-5.9 (considering the boundary conditions related to track/vehicle

interaction) offers any formal reason for excluding any of the alignment alternatives. In

Figures 5.6-5.9, the longest transition curve corresponds to a cant de ciency of 113 mm,

113 mm, 189 mm and 272 mm respectively.

In Figure 5.5, minimum PCT in the dynamic analysis is found at transition lengths in the

range 100-300 m, depending on the angle between the adjacent straight lines and the

position of the binding obstacles. The results from the dynamic analysis (Figure 5.5) are

compared with the results from the simpli ed analysis (Figures 3.9-3.12) in Table 5.8.

At these transition lengths, all variables in Figures 5.6-5.9 have reasonably low values.

 

Angle between adjacent straight lines 0.1 rad 0.1 rad 0.5 rad 0.5 rad

Type of obstacle Midpoint Endpoint Midpoint Endpoint

Lt* accord. to dynamic analysis 140 m 100 m 300 m 140 m

Lt* accord. to simpli ed analysis 100 m 120 m 260 m 140 m

          

Table 5.8 Optimal transition lengthsfor a conventional coach infour

different cases, according to dynamic analysis and simplified
analysis.

Curve radii and cant de ciencies for the optimal transition lengths according to the
dynamic analysis are presented in Table 5.9.
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Angle between adjacent straight lines 0.1 rad 0.1 rad 0.5 rad 0.5 rad

Type of obstacle Midpoint Endpoint Midpoint Endpoint

Lt* accord. to dynamic analysis 140 m 100 m 300 m 140 m

Curve radius 2157m 2687 m I846m 1967m

Cant de ciency at 200 km/h 69 mm 26 mm 106 mm 90 mm

Cant de ciency at 205 km/h 80 mm 35 mm 119 mm 102 mm

Table 5.9 Carve radii and cant deficienciesfor the optimal transition for

a conventional coach, according to the dynamic analysis.

In all three cases where the optimal transition length is shorter than the 180 m reference

transition length, the rate of cant D is higher than permitted according to the Swedish

track geometry standards in Table 2.1. Referring to Figure 2.1, a non-permissible

combination of rate of cant and rate of cant de ciency may be more favourable than a

permissible one. As shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, the limit for rate of cant D is a

binding constraint when the transition curves are short or very short.

Wear index (energy dissipation), low frequency lateral acceleration and low frequency

lateral jerk have been monitored, but have no generally accepted limits. These variables

are shown in Appendix 6. In general, these variables have reasonably low values. The

exceptions are if Aw=0.5 rad and if the transition curves are much longer than optimum.

When superimposing track irregularities on the alignments, all the variables in

Figures 5.5 -5.9 are expected to be higher. If all PCT values increase by the same amount,

the optimal transition lengths will remain the same, but if the increments ofPCT depend
on the transition lengths, the optimal transition lengths Lt* will change. A consequence

of the irregularities may also be that the limits concerning the Q, Y and/or S forces

and/or the climbing ratio Y/Q will be exceeded for some alignment alternatives. Hence,

the optimal solution may be affected by the boundary conditions related to these limits.

The track irregularities in such a comprehensive dynamic study should correspond to the

standards for track with a permissible speed of 200 km/h.

5.2.3 Tilting coach on curves without track irregularities

In this section, the same type of vehicle reactions are illustrated as in the previous

section. Passenger comfort has been evaluated for a train speed of 250 km/h, and forces

and climbing ratios have been evaluated for a train speed of 260 km/h. In the reference

alternative with Lt=l80 m, a speed of 250 km/h corresponds to a cant de ciency of

241 mm, while a speed of 260 km/h corresponds to a cant de ciency of 272 mm (113%

of241 mm).
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The following numerical values of the limits have been used in Figures 5.11-5.14:

Vertical wheel forces (Q) 170 kN

Guiding forces (Y) 45 kN

Track shift forces (S) 49.7 kN

Climbing ratios (Y/Q) 0.8

As in the previous section, these limits have been compared with the 99.85-percentiles

for each variable. Track lengths of 500 metres and 1000 metres were considered for the

alignments with a change in direction Aw of 0.1 rad and 0.5 rad respectively. 500

samples per second were stored.

    

 

mam 0.1 rad,
midpoint obstacle

~-a~-O.1 rad,
endpoint obstacle
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Figure 5.10 PCTfor standing passengers in a tilting coach passing curves

with a change in direction ofA y/= 0.1 and 0.5 rad and with a

binding obstacle at the midpoint and the endpoint ofthe curve

respectively, at 250 km/h.
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Figure 5.11 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofa tilting coach

passing a curve, with A ga=0.1 rad and a midpoint obstacle,

at 260 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant de ciency I varies

between 187 mm and 272 mm. [=24] mm at Lt*=160 m.
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Figure 5.12 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofa tilting coach

passing a curve, with A ga=0.1 rad and an endpoint obstacle,

at 260 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant de ciency I varies

between 126 mm and 272 mm. 1:199 mm at Lt*=140 m.
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Figure 5.13 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofa tilting coach

passing a curve, with A l//=0.5 rad and a midpoint obstacle,

at 260 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant de ciency I varies

between 270 mm and 395 mm. 1:306 mm at Lt*=460 m.
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Figure 5.14 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofa tilting coach

passing a curve, with A l//=0.5 rad and an endpoint obstacle,

at 260 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant de ciency I varies

between 250 mm and 529 mm. 1:333 mm at Lt*=300 m.
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None of Figures 5.1 1-5. 14 (considering the boundary conditions related to track/vehicle

interaction) offers any formal reason for excluding any of the alignment alternatives. In

Figures 5. 1 1-5. 14, the longest transition curve corresponds to a cant de ciency of

272 mm, 272 mm, 395 mm and 529 mm respectively.

In Figure 5.10, minimum PCT in the dynamic analysis is found at transition lengths in

the range 140-460 m, depending on the angle between the adjacent straight lines and the

position of the binding obstacles. The results from the dynamic analysis (Figure 5.10)

are compared with the results from the simpli ed analysis (Figures 3.9-3.12) in

Table 5.10. At these transition lengths, all the variables in Figures 5.11-5.14 have

reasonably low values.

           

Angle between adjacent straight lines 0.1 rad 0.1 rad 0.5 rad 0.5 rad

Type of obstacle Midpoint Endpoint Midpoint Endpoint

Lt* accord. to dynamic analysis 160 m 140 m 460 m 300 m

Lt* accord. to simpli ed analysis 160 m 140 m 400 m 260 m

Table 5.10 Optimal transition lengthsfor a tilting coach infour different

cases, according to dynamic analysis and simpli ed analysis.

Curve radii and cant de ciencies for the optimal transition lengths according to the

dynamic analysis are presented in Table 5.11.

             

Angle between adjacent straight lines 0.1 rad 0.1 rad 0.5 rad 0.5 rad

Type of obstacle Midpoint Endpoint Midpoint Endpoint

Lt* accord. to dynamic analysis 160 m 140 m 460 m 300 m

Curve radius 2042 m 2288 m I 749 m I 652 m

Cant de ciency at 250 km/h 211 mm 1 72 mm 272 mm 296 mm

Cant de ciency at 260 km/h 241 mm 199 mm 306 mm 333 mm

Table 5.11 Curve radii and cant deficienciesfor the optimal transition for

a tilting coach, according to the dynamic analysis.

Wear index (energy dissipation), low frequency lateral acceleration and low frequency

lateral jerk have been monitored. These variables, which are shown in Appendix 6, have

reasonably low values.

5.2.4 Power car on curves without track irregularities

Since British Rail Research found that expectations concerning jerks affect perceived

comfort (Harborough 1986), and that the train driver sees curves beforea jerk occurs,

PCT has not been evaluated for the driver. Lateral acceleration and lateral jerk, evaluated
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according to Swedish procedures, as well as wear index (energy dissipation) have been

evaluated for train speeds of 250 km/h and are presented in Appendix 6.

Forces and climbing ratios have been evaluated for train speeds of 260 km/h. As in

Section 5.2.3, a speed of 250 km/h corresponds to a cant de ciency of 241 mm, while a

speed of 260 km/h corresponds to a cant de ciency of 272 mm (113% of 241 mm) in

the reference alternative with Ll=180 m.

The following numerical values of the limits have been used in Figures 5.15-5.18:

Vertical wheel forces (Q) 170 kN

Guiding forces (Y) 45 kN

Track shift forces (S) 70.0 kN

Climbing ratios (Y/Q) 0.8

As in previous sections, these limits have been compared with the 99.85-percentiles of

each variable. Track lengths of 500 metres and 1000 metres were considered for the

alignments with a change in direction All! of 0.1 rad and 0.5 rad respectively. 500

samples per second were stored.
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Figure 5.15 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofa power car

passing a curve, with A $0.] rad and a midpoint obstacle,
at 260 km/h (worst wheel or wheelsez). Cant de ciency I varies

between 187 mm and 272 mm. [=24] mm at Lt*=160 m.
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Figure 5.16 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofa power car

passing a curve, with A y/=0.1 rad and an endpoint obstacle,

at 260 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant de ciency I varies

between 126 mm and 272 mm. 1:199 mm at Lt*=140 m.
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Figure 5.1 7 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios of apower car

passing a curve, with A ga=0.5 rad and a midpoint obstacle,

at 260 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant de ciency I varies

between 270 mm and 395 mm. 1:306 mm at Lt*=460 m.
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Figure 5.18 Wheel/trackforces and climbing ratios ofapower car

passing a curve, with A 1//=0.5 rad and an endpoint obstacle,

at 260 km/h (worst wheel or wheelset). Cant de ciency I varies

between 250 mm and 529 mm. 1:333 mm at Lt*=300 m.

The Y-force of the power car exceeds the limit16 on the curve with Aw=0.5 rad and an

endpoint obstacle, if the transition curves are at least 120 m longer than the optimal
transition lengths for a tilting coach. (The curve alternatives in question have cant

de ciencies of at least 415 mm.) Otherwise, there are no formal reasons for excluding

any alignment altenative. Exceeding the limits for Y-forces is of no practical importance,

since it does not involve the optimal alignment alternatives for the tilting coach.

Wear index (energy dissipation), low frequency lateral acceleration and low frequency

lateral jerk are shown in Appendix 6. In most cases, these variables have reasonably low

values. However, if the transition curves are longer than the optimum for a tilting coach,

the wear index and the low frequency lateral acceleration are relatively high.

Since the optimal transition lengths are shorter (and radii larger) for a conventional

coach, it seems unnecessary to evaluate the forces and climbing ratios for the power unit

at a speed of200 km/h.

 

16 The limit which has been used in this study is the Swedish provisional limit of45 kN for the 99.85-

percentile, see Kufver (1997c). CEN TC 256 WG 10 (1996) and UIC 518 OR (1997) suggested the Y-

forces be evaluated only if the curve radii are in the range 250-600 m. In these cases, they suggested a

limit of 60 kN for the median value of the Y-force.
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5.2.5 Discussion of the results from the dynamic analysis

The dynamic PCT evaluation con rms fairly well the results from the simpli ed PCT

calculations. The optimal transition lengths depend not only on the vehicle speed and
the effective roll factor, but also on the angle between the adjacent straight lines and the

position ofthe binding obstacles. The PCT values in the dynamic analysis are higher than

the simpli ed PCT values, but the optimal transition lengths are about the same. Since

the optima are quite at, slightly non-optimal transition lengths do not increase PCT very

much.

Both dynamic and simpli ed PCT evaluation result in optimal transition lengths either

shorter or longer than the 180 m reference alternative. This is an indication that the

optimisation in Chapter 2 ( xed limits for certain track quantities and maximisation of

speed V, see Figure 2.7) is not compatible with the optimisations in Chapters 3 and 5

( xed speed V and minimisation ofPCT). However, it must be noted that using formulas

[2.4]-[2.5] with a low prede ned design speed VD may result in transition lengths which

are systematically much shorter than the optimal lengths according to Chapters 2, 3

and 5, and Figures 3.9-3.12 indicate there are no substantial bene ts with short

transitions for any level oftrain speed.

As already discussed in Section 5.2.2, the track irregularities may affect the optimal

solutions in two different ways. If the increments of PCT are dependent on the transition

lengths, the optimal transition lengths Lt* will change. Alternatively, if the limits

concerning the Q, Y and/or S forces and/or the climbing ratio Y/Q are exceeded in an

alignment alternative which would otherwise have been the optimum, the optimal

transition length Lt* will be shorter, since the radius must be increased.

If both conventional and tilting coaches are to be used on the same track (at speeds of

200 km/h and 250 km/h respectively), the best transition lengths seem to be somewhere

between the optima for each type of vehicle. Transition curves longer than the optimum

for the tilting coaches may be favourable for reducing the risk of motion sickness, but

are unfavourable for the Q, Y and S forces and slightly negative for PCT (since the

alignment will have smaller radii).

Since alignment is a property with a long life expectancy, we maywonder how future

track and vehicle developments could affect the optimal alignments. The negative

in uence of lateral acceleration, lateral jerk and/or roll velocity on passenger comfort

will always be present. However, it may be possible to raise the limits for Q, Y and S-

forces with other track designs, and it may be possible to reduce these forces with other

vehicle designs. Hence, it seems likely that optimisation of passenger comfort will lead

to alignments which are very suitable also for new track and vehicle designs.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, the following conclusions have been drawn concerning the evaluation

procedures:

The procedures provided by CEN TC 256 WG 7 (1995) for calculating PCT must be

better de ned. The time position for the l-second rectangular averaging window is not

clearly de ned.

There are two different de nitions of the relevant phases for PCT evaluation in CEN

TC 256 WG 7 (1995). The de nition related to alignment elements may be useful if the

positions of the windows are clearly de ned, but the de nition related to a 2-second
averaged lateral acceleration of a bogie gives no clear guidance concerning when to start

and when to stop the evaluation. The simulations conducted show that the time history

of this averaged signal cannot indicate where the transition curves start and end.

Simplified calculations and dynamic analysis have led to the following conclusions

concerning the arrangment of cant and tiltfor xed alignments:

An optimal cant may be calculated as the level at which the discomfort caused by lateral

acceleration and lateral jerk is eliminated. Higher cant leads to unnecessarily high roll

velocities, which affect PCT slightly negatively, but may also provoke motion sickness

to an unnecessary degree. If the limit for cant or the limit for cant excess for slower

trains is binding, the optimal cant is the highest possible with regard to the limit in

question.

In some alternatives, the optimal cant for tilting trains is relatively low. This is an

indication that tilting trains, with a constant ratio between tilt angle and lateral

acceleration in the track plane, may tilt unnecessarily much. In these cases, the tilt angle

may be reduced without loss of passenger comfort (i.e. without increased PCT), and this

may also reduce the risk of motion sickness.

The tilt should be evenly increased (or decreased) over the entire transition length, since

deviations from this pattern create an unnecessarily high level of lateral jerk for a certain

roll velocity. Delays in the tilt system also cause an unnecessarily high level of lateral

acceleration for a certain roll velocity.

Since the optimal tilt is non-proportional to lateral acceleration on the circular curve, it

would be favourable to provide the tilting trains with a route le in order to enable the

tilt control system to calculate the optimal tilt velocity on transition curves.

The cant may be arranged by lowering the inner rail half the amount of cant and by

lifting the outer rail the other half. Such superelevation ramps are easier to survey, and

the vertical impulse forces on the track where ramps start and end are minimised.
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Simplified calculations and dynamic analysis have led to the following conclusions

concerning the lengths ofthe transition curves:

When building new lines, optimised transition curves are more ef cient for reducing the

roll velocities in tilting trains, compared to a reduced limit for tilt velocity. Both

methods usually increase the lateral acceleration, where lengthened transition curves

lead to a smaller radius of the circular curves, but optimising the alignment results in a

lower lateral acceleration than reducing the tilt.

At least for vehicles with low unsprung masses and low axle loads, the limit for rate of

cant D may be increased. In some cases, a higher magnitude of may improve

passenger comfort, since radii may be increased at the expense of shorter transition
curves, and the wheel/track forces and climbing ratios would still be lower than their

limits. (The effect on passenger comfort has already been reported by Harborough

(1986) and UIC (1991)).

The optimal lengths of the transition curves depend on the change in direction between

the adjacent straight lines Au! and the positions of the binding obstacles. Provided that

the limit for is increased, the optimal transition curves for conventional coaches

(fr=l.2) are relatively short in some cases (curves with a small change in direction Aw

and/or binding longitudinal obstacles). For curves with a larger change in direction Au!

and with binding obstacles in the middle of the curve, the optimal transition curves are

longer than the 180 In reference alternative.

The optimal lengths of the transition curves depend on the limit for cant, the roll

coef cient of the vehicle and a body tilt system, if used. A higher limit for cant, a lower

roll coef cient and a higher degree of compensation in the body tilt system (if used)

favour longer transition curves.

Concerning the optimisation of alignments when building new lines, the following

conclusions may be drawn:

The differences between maximisation of permissible speed, using prede ned limits for

cant, rate of cant, cant de ciency and rate of cant de ciency (as in Chapter 2) and

minimisation of PCT values for fast trains (as in Chapters 3 and 5), are substantial only

for the fastest trains. Hence, if the design speed VD is lower than the potential

permissible speed VP on the circular curve, with respect to future cant and permissible
cant de ciency, no substantial bene ts have been found when using the formula

3
Ltzkl lig compared to optimising the transition length for a speed V such as

VD < VS VP.

The optimisation using the procedures in this report leads to alignments which are better

prepared for future traf c demands, without signi cantly increased construction costs. If

the optimisations lead to alignments where potential permissible speed varies greatly

between different single curves, the number of curves which may have to be realigned in

the future (and the associated future construction cost) will be reduced.
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Appendix 1

Terminology and de nitions

Alignment

Cant

Cant de ciency

Cant excess

Cant gradient

Climbing ratio

Clothoid

Crest factor

Curvature

Effective roll factor
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The alignment is a mathematical description of the designed

position of the centre line of the track. An alignment consists of

elements which are connected at tangent points. An alignment

can be divided into a horizontal alignment and a vertical

alignment.

The difference between the heights of the right and left rails, at

the same longitudinal position, is called cant and/or

superelevation. The cant is positive if the outer rail is higher

than the inner rail.

When the cant is lower than equilibrium cant, the difference is

called cant de ciency.

When the cant is higher than equilibrium cant, the difference is

called cant excess.

Cant gradient is the derivative of cant with respect to

longitudinal distance.

Guiding force Y divided by the vertical wheel/rail force Q.

The clothoid is a type of transition curve where curvature

changes linearly (as a function of longitudinal distance).

The crest factor is de ned as the frequency-weighted peak value

divided by the frequency-weighted r.m.s. value of the same

variable.

The horizontal curvature is the derivative (with respect to

longitudinal distance) of the direction of the track. On a straight

line, the curvature is zero and on a horizontal circular curve, the

absolute value of curvature is the inverse of the radius. On a

vertical curve, the vertical curvature is the derivative of

arcus tangens ofthe slope.

The effective roll factor f,. expresses the ratio between the lateral

acceleration in the vehicle body (parallell to the oor) and the

lateral acceleration in the track plane. The effective roll factor

includes the effects of the undesired increase in lateral

acceleration caused by the roll angles in the primary and

secondary suspensions and, for tilting trains, the desired

decrease in lateral acceleration caused by the body tilt system.

Al-l



Element

Equilibrium cant

Gauge

Guiding force

Jerk

Lateral direction

Lining operation

Misalignment

Octave band

Permissible speed

Q-force

Q0

Quasi-static

A1-2

Appendix 1

An element is a section of the track with speci c mathematical

characteristics. An element may be a straight line, a circular

curve or a transition curve.

The equilibrium cant is the amount of cant which eliminates the

quasi-static lateral acceleration (in the track plane).

The lateral distance between the inner edges of the two rails is

called gauge. Standard gauge is 1435 mm.

See Y force.

Time derivative of acceleration.

The lateral direction corresponds to the y direction. See x, y and

z directions.

A lining operation is an adjustment of the lateral position of the

track.

A misalignment is a track irregularity in the horizontal

alignment.

A frequency interval where the upper limit is twice the lower

limits flow Sf<fhigh :Z'fIOW'

When evaluating vehicles: The (planned or real) maximum

speed which the vehicle in question may have in revenue

service. In UIC 518 OR, the corresponding term is vehicle

operating speed limit , while in CEN TC 256 WG 10 the term is

permissible maximum speed of the vehicle .

When evaluating alignments: The (planned or real) maximum

permissible speed in the curve combination in question.

The vertical wheel/rail force, Q, is positive if the force acting on

the wheel is directed upwards.

Half the static axle load.

The quasi-static level of a signal corresponds to the average

level during stationary conditions (such as running at constant

speed on a curve with constant radius and cant). However,

CEN TC256 WGlO and UIC 518 OR quanti ed this level by
taking the median value of the signal.
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Radius

Rate of cant

Roll angle

Running r.m.s.

S force

Simpli ed PCT

Slew

Superelevation

Superelevation ramp

Tangent point

Tonnage
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Appendix 1

In this document, the horizontal radius R is positive in both right

and left hand curves. Hence, the radius equals the absolute value

of the inverse of the horizontal curvature of the track centre line.

Rate of cant is derivative of cant with respect to time.

Roll angle (p de nes rotation around x axis. In some literature

the roll angle is denoted rx.

A ltering procedure for smoothing a very irregular time history

(shocks and high crest factor motions). A new time history is

 

1

created, a, (to) = \/ % .J;0 a2 (t) dt or alternatively
0 1

 

t to

7 dlwe) = lai joazme

The track shift force, S, is the sum of the two Y-forces acting on

the same axle. The force is positive if the force acting on the

axle is directed to the right. (According to older de nitions of

the Y-forces, where these forces are positive in the direction

inwards to the track centre line, the S force may be de ned as

the difference between the two Y-forces.)

PCT value based on radius, cant, length of transition curve,

effective roll factor and train speed. Simpli ed PCT does not

consider the dynamic behaviour ofthe vehicle.

Slew is the change in lateral position of a track. The slewing of

track is introduced to reduce misalignments and sometimes also

to change the designed alignment.

See cant.

A superelevation ramp is a section of the track where the cant

changes gradually. (According to the standards of many railway

companies, a superelevation ramp should normally coincide with

a transition curve.)

A tangent point is where two elements are connected to each

other.

The mass of the accumulated gross traf c load during a certain

period.
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Track irregularity

Track plane

Track renewal

Track shift force

Track superstructure

Transition curve

Vertical direction

x, y and z directions

Y force

Al-4
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When the actual track position differs from the designed

position, track irregularities exist. The mismatch between actual

position and designed position could involve horizontal

alignment, gauge, vertical alignment and/or cant. Track

irregularities are more frequently described by deviations in the

rst derivative (cant) or second derivative (alignment) of the

position, rather than by deviations in the position itself.

The track plane is a function of longitudinal distance. The

instantaneous direction of the track centre line de nes the x-axis

within the track plane, while the y-direction within the track

plane is a tangent to the designed positions ofthe top surfaces of

the two rails.

In track renewals, the old track superstructure is replaced by a

new one.

See S force.

The track superstructure consists of rails, sleepers, intermediate

pads and rail fastenings.

A transition curve is a type of element where the curvature

changes gradually.

The vertical direction corresponds to the z direction. See x, y and

z directions.

When evaluating passenger comfort, the directions refer to the

vehicle body; the x and y directions are longitudinal and lateral

directions parallel to the oor, while the z direction is

perpendicular to the oor.

When evaluating wheel forces, the directions refer to the track

plane; the x and y-directions are longitudinal and lateral

directions parallel to the track plane, while the z-direction is

perpendicular to the track plane.

When referring to alignment calculations, the x and y-directions

are normally xed directions in the horizontal plane, while the z-

direction is perpendicular to the x-y plane.

The guiding force, Y, is the lateral force between the wheel and

the rail. The force is positive if the force acting on the wheel is

directed to the right. (According to older de nitions, the force

may be positive if the force on the wheel is directed inwards to

the track centre line.)
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Notations

Appendix 2

According to praxis in the railway sector, certain quantities are expressed in other units

than SI-units.

a(t) Acceleration at time t(m/sz)

ay ) Lateral acceleration at time t (m/sz)

[9 Half distance between the wheel/rail contact patches (mm)

D Cant in circular element (mm)

D(s) Cant at longitudinal position S (mm)

DEQ Equilibrium cant in circular element (mm)

D Maximum absolute value of digs) (mm/s)

E,- Element (-)

fr Effective roll factor (-)

g Gravitational acceleration (m/sz)

I Cant de ciency in circular element (mm)

[(5) Cant de ciency at longitudinal position 5 (mm)

j Maximum absolute value of 91%? (mm/s)

Jxx Mass moment of inertia with respect to its centre of gravity and

around the x axis (kg-m2)

kdxp Stiffness in primary damping element in the x-direction (N/m)

kdxs Stiffness in secondary damping element in the x direction (N/m)

k,- Constant, general.

kxp Spring stiffness in x-direction, primary suspension (N/m)

kxs Spring stiffness in x-direction, secondary suspension (N/m)

Lt Length oftransition curve (m)

m Tonnage (kg)

0,- Obstacle (-)

PCT Passenger comfort on curve transitions (%)

PCT] The term of PCT which considers lateral acceleration and lateral

jerk (%)

PCT2 The term of PCT which considers roll velocity (%)

Q Vertical wheel force (N)

Q0 Half static axle load (N)

Q]R Vertical force, rst axle, right wheel (N)

R Radius in circular element (m)

S Track shift force (N)

t Time (s)

to Position of averaging window (5)

v Speed (In/s)

V Speed (km/h)

VD Design speed (km/h)

VP Potential permissible speed (km/h)
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Appendix 2

Weighted average speed (km/h)

Maximum absolute value of lateral acceleration (% of g)

Maximum absolute value of lateral jerk (% ofg per second)

Guiding force (N)

Climbing ratio (-)

Angle of wheel/rail contact area (rad)

Change in direction in the horizontal plane (rad)

Maximum absolute value of $3? (degrees per second)

Duration (5)

Roll angle (degrees)

Roll angle between horizontal plane and track plane (rad)

Roll angle between track plane and vehicle body (rad)

Derivative with respect to (~)

Running r.m.s. of (~)

Average of (c) during T, with the time position referred to centre

ofthe window

Average of () during T, with the time position referred to front

edge of the window

Local or global optimum of 0

Absolute value of (-)
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Certain mathematical expressions concerning track quantities

Equilibrium cant

The equilibrium cant1 DEQ is the amount of cant which eliminates the quasi-static lateral
acceleration (in the track plane).

When a vehicle runs on a circular horizontal curve, the absolute value of quasi-static

lateral acceleration ay in the horizontal plane equals

v
p[= [Aau

v = speed (m/s)

R = (absolute value of) radius (m)

The quasi-static vertical acceleration perpendicular to the horizontal plane a2 equals

%=g
[A33

g = gravitational acceleration = 9.81 m/s2

if the track has constant zero gradient in the vertical alignment.

In order to eliminate the quasi-static lateral acceleration in the superelevated track plane,

the following apply

2 D
arctan v : arcsin § Q [A3.3]

R - g 2 o b

DEQ == equilibrium cant (mm)

2-1) = the lateral distance between the wheel/rail contact patches = 1500 mm

for standard gauge 1435 mm

Hence, the equilibrium cant DEQ can be expressed as

v2 v2
DE =2-b-sin arctan z153- [A3.4]

Q Rg R

according to the small angle approximations.

Substituting v (m/s) by V(km/h), gives the expression

V2

 

1 Equilibrium cant is always greater than zero, both in right and left hand curves.
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Normal and preferred transition lengths according to SJ (1978)

Normal and preferred transition lengths Lt (m) are based on rates of cant of 35 and

28 mm/s respectively, and a cant2 D (mm) which equals approximately two thirds of

equilibrium cant DEQ (mm).

ng.___ A3.6R [ 1

The normal length ofthe transition curve may be calculated as

V2

D 8'7; V V3Lt= .-v= ~ =0.064~~ ~ [A37]
D 35 3.6 R

and the preferred length of the transition curve may be calculated as

V2

8 ' V

Lt = J - = 0.080 . [A3.8]
28 3.6 R

Optimal transition lengths for long curves according to track standards

The transition lengths represents optima for curves with a large change of direction

( long curve ) and with no binding obstacles on the outside of the curve. Object

function is permissible speed when there exist limits for cant Dlim (mm), cant de ciency

[hm (mm) and rate of cant Dlim (mm/s) or rate of cant de ciency [Hm (mm/s).

The potential permissible speed on the curve VP (km/h) may be calculated from the

conditions in the circular portion ofthe curve

V 2

11.8 . § - z D m + [hm [A39]

The transition lengths must ful l both [A3. 10] and [A3.l l]

   

\/(Dlim +Ilim)'R
U 2 Dim ,v z Plim , 11-8 [A3 10]

Dlim Dlim 3'6 .

 

2 Cant is greater than zero if the outer rail is higher than the inner rail.
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(Dlim +111m)'RI. I. l
LtZd -vz .hm~ [A3.11]

 

Ilim [lim

With Dlim = 150 mm, [hm = 100 mm, Dlim = 46 mm/s and 1mm = 46 mm/s, formula

[A3.10] is binding and the optimal length may be expressed as

 

(150+100)-R
150 11.8

Liz - z4.17-«/R A3.12
46 3.6 [ ]

  

Shorter transition curves than [A3.12] reduce permissible speed on the transition curves,

while longer transition curves result in unnecessary small radii in the circular portion of

the curves.

Approximate relations between track quantities and physical quantities in the PCT

formulas, used in the simpli ed analysis

The maximum absolute value of lateral acceleration (% of g) in the vehicle body is

assumed to equal the absolute value of steady-state lateral acceleration in the circular

portion ofthe curve.

.. 100 V2 ( .(D D

yz fr' -cos arcsin _g._ z

8 R 2b 2.19

2

2199. .[v _8_'1?_) [A3.13]

However, the cant D in the circular curve may be substituted by

2 2 2

D:D Iz11.8-V I=11.81&v ) Iz153-L I [A3.14]EQ R R R

Combining [A3.13] and [A314] gives

 

v2

.. 100 v2 9053574)
y' g 71"}? _ 1500 N

100 2 2 I I-z.__. r. 3: __V_ +___§ =i [A315]
R R 1500 15

The lateral jerk in the transition curve is assumed to be constant. Hence, the maximum

absolute value of lateral jerk (% of g per second) equals the maximum absolute

value of lateral acceleration divided by the time in the transition curve.
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LILLJ- ali
15 Lt 54 Lt

'y" z [A3.16]

The cant D causes a roll angle between the horizontal plane and track plane3 (0D (rad),

which may be described as

. D D
$1) = ar051n( ) 5 l S E

The effective roll factor of the vehicle 12 causes a roll angle between track plane and

vehicle body4 (p (rad). The roll angle (0],; may be derived from

2
v .

fr (Ecost-g-sme]:

2 2
v c v . °

= --cos -s1n -cos - -sm + 'cos .sm A3.18[R (DD g (0D) (Dfr [R (01) g (01)] (Off [ ]

Assuming small angles g0 D and (pfr results in

2 2
v D v D. _._._ . z _.__ .__._. _ . A3.19

f [R g1500][1 g1500] gw [ 1

2

v2 153.3164
_1. _.___ ._____ z . A320(fr ) R g 1500 gwf [ ]

(f_1). 1 WW [A321]
1500 -

Hence, the total roll angle of the vehicle body (rad) on the circular curve may be

described as

D_(fr_1)°l [A3 22]
1500 '

 

(004101?

 

3 The roll angle (pp is positive if the outer rail is higher than the inner rail (i.e. when the cant D is positive).

4 The roll angle (p is positive if the effective roll factorfr is less than unity.
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The roll angle of the vehicle body is assumed to increase linearly on the transition curve.

The maximum absolute value of roll velocity 29 (degrees/second) in the PCT formula

equals

- lD-(fr-IM 360 v V
1500 2.7: Lt ' (fr )1! 30.751: [ ]
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Variables and limit values for evaluation of railway alignments

Maximum vertical wheel forces, alternative 1

Low-pass ltering with a 3 dB cut-off frequency in the interval 203f530 Hz

(gradient_>_24 dB/octave).

All wheels treated separately.

99.85 percentiles.

Limit 170 kN (provisional value).

Maximum vertical wheel forces, alternative 2

Low-pass ltering with a 3 dB cut-off frequency of 90 Hz (gradient224 dB/octave).

All wheels treated separately.

99.85-percentiles.

Limit 170 kN (provisional value).

Maximum guiding forces

Low-pass ltering with a 3 dB cut-off frequency of 90 Hz (gradient224 dB/octave).

All wheels treated separately.

99.85 -percentiles (or 0.15-percentiles according to the direction of the curve).

Limit 45 kN (or 55 kN if curve radius is less than or equal to 300 metres) (provisional

values).
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Track shift forces

Low-pass ltering with a 3 dB cut-off frequency in the interval 20§f§30 Hz
(gradient224 dB/octave).

All axles treated separately.

Averaging in a sliding 2-metre rectangular window.

99.85-percentiles (or 0.15-percentiles according to the direction ofthe curve).

Limit 0.85.(10+2-Q0/3) kN for freight wagons, and 1.00-(10+2-Q0/3) kN for other

vehicles.

Climbing ratios

Low-pass ltering with a 3 dB cut-off frequency in the interval 205330 Hz

(gradient224 dB/octave).

All wheels treated separately.

Averaging in a sliding 2-metre rectangular window.

99.85-percentiles (or 0.15-percentiles according to the direction of the curve).

Limit 0.8.

Wear index

The wear index is calculated for each rail as the sum of the energy dissipation (in the

contact area between wheel and rail) for the right hand wheels and the left hand wheels

respectively.

Averaging in a sliding 2-metre rectangular window.

99.85-percentiles.

No limit.
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Passenger comfort on curve transitions

Low-pass ltering (of acceleration and roll velocity) with a 3 dB cut-off frequency of
2 Hz (gradient 3 dB/octave).

Lateral accelerations and lateral jerks for each end of the coach treated separately.

The lateral acceleration should be averaged in a sliding l-second rectangular window.

The window should slide from the the start of the transition curve to 1.6 seconds after

the end of the transition curve. The maximum absolute value is used in the formulas

below.

The lateral jerk should be calculated as the change in acceleration during 1 second. The

l-second window should slide from 1 second before the start of the transition to the end

of the transition. The maximum absolute value is used in the formulas below.

The roll velocity used in the formulas should be the maximum absolute value in the

transition curve (from the start to the end).

Standing passengers;

PCT = max(2.80 y + 2.03 5; 11.1, 0) + 0.18 5-(19)2'283 [A41]

Seated passengers;

PCT = max(0.88 - j} + 0.95 . 5; 5.9, 0) + 0.120 - (2501-626 [A42]

The units for maximum lateral acceleration , maximum lateral jerk and maximum

roll velocity are per cent of g (9.81 m/sz), per cent of g per second and degrees per

second respectively.

No limits.

Low frequency lateral accelerations

Low-pass ltering with a 3 dB cut-off frequency of0.5 Hz (gradient 12 dB/octave).

Accelerations for each end ofthe coach treated separately.

99.85 percentiles (or 0.15-percentiles according to the direction ofthe curve).

Provisional limits 1.0 m/s2 in tilting coaches, l.2 nus2 in tilting driving trailers in

pushing service and 2.0 rn/s2 power cars. These provisional limits may be changed since

low frequency lateral acceleration is included in the PCT calculations.
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Low frequency lateral jerks

Low-pass ltering with a 3 dB cut-off frequency of 0.3 Hz (gradient 12 dB/octave).

Jerk for each end ofthe coach treated separately.

Upper level of con dence interval as medium value plus 2.2 standard deviations.

Provisional limits 0.5 m/S3 in tilting coaches, 0.7 rn/s3 in tilting driving trailers in
pushing service and 0.8 m/s3 in power cars. These provisional limits may be changed

since low frequency lateral jerk is included in the PCT calculations.

Test speed

The lowest value of 110% ofpermissible speed and the speed corresponding to 110% of

permissible cant de ciency when evaluating forces and climbing ratios. Otherwise, the

lowest value of 100% of permissible speed and the speed corresponding to 100% of

permissible cant de ciency.

Other conditions

Rail UIC60.

Gauge 1435 mm.

Friction coef cient 0.4.

Rail inclination 1:30.

Wheel pro le S 1002.
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Radii and cant deficiencies on the curves studied.

              

      

 

  

3000

_ o O.1 rad

2500 ~

E 2000 : +0.5 rad
m _

1500 Q
' +1.0 rad

1000_"1:1l1:111:
0 200 400 600 800

Lt (m)

Figure A5-I Radii on curves with A w=0.1-1.0 rod and a midpoint obstacle.

3000

_ o O.1 rad

2500

g 2000 _: +0.5 rad
m _

1500

+1.0 rad

1000-111:III:111:
0 200 400 600 800

Lt (m)

Figure A5-2 Radii on curves with A go=0.1-1.0 rad and an endpoint
obstacle.
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300

wwfr=1.2;

250 __ V=160 km/h

wwfr=1.2;
200 V=200 km/h

2? Wfr=1.2;
g 150 V=220 km/h

100 - - I - -fr=0.3;
V=220 km/h

50{ --*-¢Foa
V=25O km/h

0 " I I I I I I I I I I
50 100 150 200

Lt (m)

Figure A5-3 Cant de ciencies in simplified analysis ofcurves with

A l//=0.1 rad and a midpoint obstacle.

300

: wwfr=1.2;

V=160 km/h250 : A

: I . ' WWfr=1 .2;
200 ~ , A V=200 km/h

E 150 Wmfr=1.2;
é V=220 km/h

100 - - I - -fr=0.3;
V=220 km/h

50 1 -- I. - -fr=O.3;
V=25O km/h

0 I I l | } I l I I i I I I I

50 100 150 200

Lt (m)

Figure A5-4 Cant de ciencies in simplified analysis ofcurves with

A w=0.1 rad and an endpoint obstacle.
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A a A
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v=220 km/h

100 " -* - -fr=O.3;
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0 I I I : » I % :
O 200 400 600 800
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Figure A5 5 Cant de ciencies in simplified analysis ofcurves with

A go=0.5 rad and a midpoint obstacle.
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Wmfr=1.2;
500 __ A V 160 km/h
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V=200 km/h
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- - I - -fr=0.3;
v=220 km/h

- - -A- - -fr=O.3;
V=250 km/h

0 200 400 600 800

Lt (m)

Figure A5 6 Cant de ciencies in simpli ed analysis of curves with

A go=0.5 rad and an endpoint obstacle.
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Note 1 to Figures A5-3 - A5-6:

Cant de ciencies for tilting coaches ( =0.3) in 220 km/h are higher than those for

conventional coaches (fr=l .2) because of different optimal cant.

Note 2 to Figures A5-3 - A5-6:

Optimal cant has been rounded off to multiples of 5 mm. A limit of 150 mm has been

applied.

Note 3 to Figures A5-3 - A5-6:

Optimal cant deficiencies according to

59.5
V

- 1+0.2014.J? ( Lt)

 

1* = [A5.1]

create the at gradient in the left side of some curves, while the limit 150 mm for cant

creates the steeper gradients to the right.

Note 4 to Figures A5-3 - A5-6:

All I-Lt combinations are (local) optima of case C curves.

Note 5 to Figures A5-3 - A5-6:

In the dynamic analysis, the optimal cant deviated slightly from those in the gures for

some of the alignment alternatives. These deviations were at the most 20 mm and

occurred only with the shortest transition lengths; 80 m :L1 3100 m.
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Wear indices, low frequency lateral acceleration and low frequency

lateral jerk in the dynamic analysis

                     

  

100

_ O Conventional coach,
80 e 200 km/h

E _
E 60 -
:< ' +Tilting coach,
3 _ 250 km/h
'5 4o
8 _

g _

20 _ +Power car,
~ 250 km/h

0 i I l I '

50 100 150 200

Lt (m)

Figure A6 1 Wear index on curves with A w=0.1 rad and a midpoint

obstacle. Cant de ciency I varies between 49 mm and

24] mm.

100

: 0 Conventional coach,
80 __ 200 km/h

E _
E 60
1: ' +Tilting coach,
4;; 250 km/h
': 40 ~
3
g _

20 __ + Power car,
* 250 km/h

0 l ' l ' I

50 100 150 200

Lt (m)

Figure A6-2 Wear index on curves with A l//=0.1 rad and an endpoint

obstacle. Cant de ciency I varies between 33 mm and
24] mm.
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200 200 km/h
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5O _: +Power car,
250 km/h

0 k % I I I : I I I § I I

O 200 400 600 800
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Figure A6 3 Wear index on curves with A w=0.5 rad and a midpoint
obstacle. Cant de ciency I varies between 98 mm and

354 mm.
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* o Conventiona| coach,
400 - 200 km/h
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g 250 km/h
'5 200
8
g _

100 __ + Power car,
250 km/h

0 : I I I : I I I % I I
O 200 400 600 800
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Figure A6-4 Wear index on curves with A l//=0.5 rad and an endpoint
obstacle. Cant de ciency I varies between 8] mm and

500 mm.
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Figure A 6-5 Lateral acceleration (low-pass ltered with a 3 dB cut-off

frequency of 0.5 Hz) and lateraljerk (low-pass ltered with a

3 dB cut-o frequency of0.3 Hz) on curves with A t//=0.I rad

and a midpoint obstacle.
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Figure A6-6 Lateral acceleration (low-pass ltered with a 3 dB cut-o

frequency of 0.5 Hz) and lateraljerk (low-pass ltered with a

3 dB cut-offfrequency of0.3 Hz) on curves with A ga=0.1 rad
and an endpoint obstacle.
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Figure A6 7 Lateral acceleration (low-pass ltered with a 3 dB cut-off

frequency of 0.5 Hz) and lateraljerk (low-pass ltered with a

3 dB cut-offfrequency of0.3 Hz) on curves with A l//=0.5 rad
and a midpoint obstacle.
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Figure A6 8

A6 4

Lateral acceleration (low-pass ltered with a 3 dB cut-o

frequency of0.5 Hz) and lateraljerk (low-passfiltered with a

3 dB cut-offfrequency of 0.3 Hz) on curves with A ja=0.5 Md
and an endpoint obstacle.
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